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I .. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

The present study v;as activated by a number of 

considerations. Cl) The central prob1em of the experiment .· , 

was an inve.stigati6n of the nature o:f the perceptual field 

as a. fs.cto.r in learning. This approach to the learning 

problem suggests at once the configurational hypothesis. 

Indeed. it was with a view of ,determining the applicability 

of the concept of Gestalt to the behavior of animal subjects 

in a visual situation that the research was unde11taken. Our 

method was that O"f intensity discrimination and the animal 

subject chosen was the gallus O.omesticus or common chick. 

The visual acuity and general activity of the chick are 

characteristics which greatly facilitated our work both from 

-the $_tandpoint of convenience and that of reliability of re-

sults• (2) A seoond oonsidera.tion was that of the extension 

and elaboration of similar work carried out with goldfish 

in an unpublished ~nv~stiga.tion by Dr. Raymond H. Wheeler. 

(3) Thirdly. we Wit:;Jhed to . get some :first hand . information on 

certain. other proposed J.aws of ~~arning. Despite the regu-

lar barrage of cTiticism, based _on logical and experimental 

evidence, there still survive .among our theories of learning 

a number of laws or principles . first formul~ted by Professor 

E. L. Thorndike (16). Whether the facts. of the learning 

process either fo11ow or support these laws must be an open 
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question, since the assaults of the critics have not yet 

been conclusive e~ough {or perhaps disseminated sufficient: 

ly) to greatly affec~ the widespread application of these 

pr:inciples in a certain branch of applied psychology. The . 

criticisms continue, but the .psychology of the learning pro-

cess as understood b7 a majority of non-specialist educators 

remains unchanged. Renee, we hope that in this investigation 

we can advance further evidence either for or against the 

· Thorndikeian assumptions a.a they now stand• liaturally, the 

att·empt t~ successfully test and compare two viewpoints 

based on such different assumptions as those of Thorndike 

and those- of oonfigurationism, with the same procedure. pre-

sents certain formidable difficulties. However, the problem 

prepared was des_igned to conform to configural hypotheses, 

providing st the samer time for the operation of frequency, 

" reoencsr, effect• partial response, identical elements, etcet-

era, if these are really factors and would operate anywhere. 

Since the central problem of the experiment was 
. ' . 

concerned essential.ly .with an aspect of learning, no pretense 

is made to contribute to the endemic knowledge in the field 

of chick psychology. However, ma?lY' pertinent facts came 

out of the work and hence are given ,_historical background 

and are recorded in our results. More specifically, the 

data were collected with a view of determining certain funda-

mental modes of behavior which are characteristic of the 
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chick and hold, perhaps., throughout the animal kingdom. 

The study was carried on in the psychological labor-

atory of the University of Kansas in the year 1927-28. The · 

writer deeply appreciates the fruitfµl suggestions· and enthus-
iastic interest of Dr. Raymond H •. Wheel.er, under whose direc-

tion the investigation was planned and executed. 
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II. HISTORY AND THEOBETICAL BACKGROUlID 

A. At the outset. we are obliged to recognize the 

disparity which obtains between the two viewpoints which may 

be assumed j_n a study of this nature. The whole issue revolves 

around the questidn of whether or not we may accept the dictum 

that a given isolated stimulus will always and inevitably pro-

duce a given response. Obviously. and from the common sense 

'Viewpoint, why not? Thie hypothesis appears to be logically 

true until we dig around .its atomistic assumptions and dis-

cover that u.pon applying· it. there is s. considerable gap be~ 

tween the wa~ it sounds and the way it works out. If we were 

to undertake to formulate a set of principles or conditions 

governing a learning process, we should take the individual as 

we fo1lnd him, and we shouid place him in a situation for which 

he was prepared. from th& standpoints o·f maturation and posi-

tion in the evolutionary sea.le. to appropriately respond. Vie 

would equate the difficult7 of the task to his equipment and 

fundamental modes of reaotion. and would lead him from simpler 

to· more comp·lex responses. The question · arises. what, obser-

vationally. is simple and what is complex? What perceptual 

responses are primary and primitive and Which are characteris-

tic of later development? The confusion over. this point now 
cal.ls for investigation. 

From the common sense standpoint, then, an organism, 
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even in its early stages of development (Thorndike's laws are 

designed presumably to applJ' to learning from the ground up), 

. responds specifically- to specific elements in a situation. 

There a.re too many items for the individual to res!)ond to, so 
he does his best and selects some element of the perceptua1 

complex so that in its subsequent presentation,. by virtue of 

his. previous acquaintance. he responds as he did before to the 

familiar element s.nd hence to the situation. This view of the 

apprehension of elements in a situation as bei·ng priinary in 

·the peroeptttal development of· the individual is what led James 

to imagine that the baby's world is a 'big, blooming, buzzing 

confusion'. Proceeding from this logic we have the atomistic 

educational psychology of Thorndike which chops up human be-

ha vl<;>r into a host of sectionized bits of stimulus-response 

monads connected by mysterious 'bonds' and integrated into to-

tal. behavior patterns by an additive process governed by the 

laws of chance. It is this distortion of the developmenta1 

actualities which leads us to inquire about the nature of per-

ceptual complexity and to suspect. very.strongly that the VJorld 

of the animal, or baby, or other organism instead of giving 
" 

rise to specialized reactions to diecr.cte elements really af-

fects it as a total pattern; instead of being heterogeneous. 

the perceptual field is really homogeneous. 

The exponents of the Gestalt approach carry the uni-

tary character of the response beyond the mere organization of a 
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. perceptual field and set forth their system in terms which im-

ply a physical, physiological and psychological integration, 

which ma.y be broken up onl1" at the expense of invalidating soi-

~ntific procedure. In a sense, we are violating, in part• the 

'Qasic postulate of Gestalt when we abstract, even for purp~eee 

of closer study, the so-called objective conditions from the to-

tal e£.fect. The objective situation prepared, therefore, was 

one in which the subjeo:t was obliged to select or respond to 

a characteristic of the situation common to ea.oh presentation. 

Now, whether the ohi~k will respond to an identical element as 

-the common charactsr:i'..st:lc, or to the aspect of middlenesa or 
brightest or dimmest as the fundamental constant, is the ques-

tion at hand. Briefly, the problem is one of absolute and rel~ · · · 

ative choices rooted in the more fundamental diohotomy between

specific response to elements as suoh and response to a total 

situation. !l?he chick proved to be an excellent .subject for 

·the experiment and the . previous worlt on the chick, related to 

the problem of intensity discrimination and to the problem of 

absolute and relative ohoioes,is now to be presented. 

B. The. nature of this investigation makes a. review 

of the previous work on the subject a difficult task. Strict-
l:y speaking,. there has been little work done on our particular 

problem outside of the recent studies of Kohler (12), Helson 

( B) , and in a lesser degree b~ Jaensch (9) • The problem has 

been recognized, though incidentally, in certain studies by 



American psychologists who have not. however,. made vary exten-

sive use pf their findings in this regard·. Vie shall confine 

ourselves,. then, to a considera.tion ·of the outstanding work in 

the intensity discrimination of chicks and to the recent treat-

ments of the problem o-f absolute and relative choices. In the 

following <liscussion we shall use the words brightness and in-

tensi~y as equivalents, though strictly speaking, intensity is 
the luminosity of ·the light ~onrce, whereas brightness is the 

lum:lnosi ty· divided by. the area. In our problem the size factor 

is constant, so we .may neglect.. this distinction. 

~a earlier work on chicks was concerned more with 

instinct. memory. etcetera; while in the problems of disorimin- . 

ation. intensity was co_nsidered only incidentally in the study 

of £orm, size,_ color. etcetera. The inv.ention by Y•kes of a 

discrimination device consisting· of four compartments in which 

lights might be rla.oed_. together with a monograph . by Yerkes and 

Watson (20l on methods .of studying vision in animals, greatly 

st.imulated work in this field. Breed {3,4) found that bright-

ness was a controlling factor in the responses to optical stim-

uli; if the brightness factor was not kept constant. the re-

sults in the .discrimination between colo~s. forms ~nd sizes 

were invalidated. as .the chick would select the brightest 

light regardless of the other £actors. Cole (5) about the 

same time engaged in a problem using intensity discrimination 

to study the relation of the strength of stimulus to the rate 
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of learning in the chick,, Using a two light situation, he 

:found that there is considerable .difference in the learning 

of hard and easy choices or when the differenaes of intensity 

were small or great respectively. Johnson (10) worked out a 

careful technique in the measurement of the acuity of the . 

chick for intensity. He compares the acuity of the chick with 

that of th.a dog, monkelt • . and human and finds that· the acumin-

a.tion of the human is four times that of the chick. We found 

the chick making choices in our study, however, whioh were 

hardly di·soerna.ble to the human · eye. 

The work of Lashley• first on the albino rat (14) 

in which ·he showed that brightness differences are more readi-

ly perceived than either siza or form, and then on the chick 

: (15) in which he concludes that ha.bits of reaction to bright-

ness are established with much grea·ter difficulty than those 

of reaction to. v1ave length. is a distinct contribution to the 

problem of visual discrimination. Soma of his results are at 

variance with o~s. so they a.re briefly presented. He found 

that chicks would choose the brighter o:f two lights but that 

their discrimination was very inaccurate. When the dimmer of 

the lights was above the chicks' threshold (we are not told 

just what threshold this is) the chicks no longer chose the 

brighter. He states that it was impossible fa:) get the chicks 

to distinguish accurately between white lights of relative 
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intensities less than ten to one. They showed slight prefer-

ence for the brighter of two intensities three to one but 

never made ten successive· reactions without an error. ·Lashley, 

concluded,. thus. that the ratio three to one represents very 

nearly the difference limen of the chick under the conditions 

of his .experiments. In trying to control his conditions for 

color discriminations,, he mentions the fact that whereas other 

. !investigators imply that the ohic.k is strongly photo-positive 

and will choose the .brighter of two lights of almost equal 

' lntensity, that this is untrue; and long training· in bright-

ness discrimination was ·necessary to prepare his animals for 

the subsequent experiments. Using essentially the same pro-
\ _. 

oedure, we :found that with raga.rd to brightness acuity, Lash-

ley1s conclusions are erroneous. Bingham· (1,2) has done 

some especially good work in the field of various kinda of 

visual diso·rimination in the chick. His h~story of the prob-

lem and bibliography up to 1916 are very complete. His con-

c1usion as to the order of the. visual factors studied in his 

comprehensive survey was. that size was ·the most important, 

followed by brightness and form. Fletcher, Cowan, and Arlitt 

(6) report that chicks are neither positively nor negatively 

pho~otropio .• 

In addition to the work with chicks,. there have been · 

numerous i ·nvestigations a.1ong the same general line with dif-

:ferent animal subjects. Washburn and Abbott (18) in a study 
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of color vision in the rabbit bring, up the problem of relative 

and absolute ·choioas • . As to whether the animal reacts appar-
ently to either of two stimuli as such,. or to the relation be-
tween them, the latter seems to be .. ·the case. In her valuable 

. . · ~i1s Wo.slt burtt · 
book "The Animal Mind" {19) :-· A.: states that there are two 

possibilities which may obtain for this behavior: "Either 
it indicates recognition of the relation 'larger then' or 
'brighter than' for its own sake, or it means failure on the 

animals' part to raoo~ize any difference in the total situa-
tion"'. It is our opinion that sh·e has presented the crucial 

point with respect to total situation . but that the distinc-
tion of the relation and the total s.itua.tion is unnecessary 

.and unfruitful. ·; unnecessary, from the self-evident fact that 

a. relation 'brighter than' involves more than the discrete ele-
ment and hence indicates a response to a total situation, which 
is equivalent to the second alternative;, unfruitful, because 

we can only observe the behavior and, in a11 probability, 

no one will ever be able to find out from the animal subject 
whether he was ·doing a thing fo:e its own sake or for some 

other sake. ObViously._ the alternative is stated so as to 

obviate the unmanageable iogic of isolated stimulus units. 

but one does not progress very far from this standpoint by i-

temizing the relationship and positing its existence as a 
thing in itself• 

The nature of o~r. problem makes i ·t unnecessary to 
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enter into the controversy of the last decade over the ques-

tion of form and pattern. We only mention it because in the 

pa.st it has been related to invest.iga.tions of this nature. 

Our ai tuations were varied in the number of lights and in 

their arrangement according to intensity. Ea.ch lighted com-

partment had the same form. size and color. The total config-

uration could be changed only in form and size, (if we say 

that a given a.rral1gement of intensities has form) and not in 
shape; hence the confusion on this point. evidencecl. in the 

argument between Bunte:r; and Bingham, does not arise in our 
·problem .. 

Problems o:f· the structure and fnnction of the re-

tina 0£ the chick have not. as yet, received satisfactory 

treatment and while there is obviously an intimate connection 

between the nature of the perceptual field and the peculiar-

ities of retinal composition. we do not feel justified, with . 

the knowledge a.t hand, in being too speculative over the 

· possible relationship,. 
"' 

The immediate antecedent of this study, aside from 

the work of Wheeler,was the recent work of Kohler with chicks, 

apes and humans on the problem of absolute choices. On this 
' . 

point hinges a considerable part of configu.rational psycholo-

gy. While other experimenters have brought out similar phe-

nomena and have arrived at essentially the same conclusion, 

. the underlying problem has . not been envisaged and consequent-
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ly the implications are not so widely nor so fruitfully incor-
porated into the psychology of perceptual response. The ex-

periments to which we ar~ referring are those which were de-
signed to test the validity of the theory of specific response 

to specific stimuli. Kohler's procedure, not entirely new at 

all, was to train a/ chi~k .;to .choose the brighter of two grays. 
The correct intensity he called positive a.nd the incorrect he 
called negative.. After training had perfected the performance, 
a variation,, which he called a -~ cri tica.l test'• was made in 

which a new gray. brighter than either of the originals was 
substituted for the darker of the two grays. According to the 

specific stimulus-sensation theory or .theory of identical ele-

ments, the new gra~ should be neutral and we should expect 
the chick to go right on selecting the old positive atimu1us 

at least as often as the new intt:lnsity. Among four chicks, 

the neutral stimulus was selected 59 times out of 85 critical 

tests, while the original positive stimulus was selected but 

26 times .. Not onl;y did this happen in a positive step-wise 

reaction {called a positive progression in this paper) but 

also for chick.a which ware directed to the dimmer of the two 

. stimuli and a third, dimmer still, introduced., Kohler took 

the hypothesis further and tested i1is operation in apes and. 

children. He found that the responses of children are, in 

the main~ configurational. Analysis of a situation is a high-

er, more developed and secondary mode of behavior. Adults, 
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- says Kaffka (13), ''do not choose unhesitatingly in accordance 

' With oonfigural properties, but when aduits are called upon 

to judge colors that are qualitatively like each other • • • • 

they likewise fall unde-r the compulsion of a .configural 

choioe.u The validity of the theory of identical elements 

seems, · then, to necessitate ., for its operation, a more ad-

V'anced stage of development. represented by the adult life 

o:f the human individual. we .may question its usefulness, if 

this be true, to a psychology of learning. Kohler and the 

configurationists _maintain that response to a whole situation 

is more primitive and more elementary, and hence should be 

recognized in the construction of a theory and practice of 

conducting the deve1opment which we call learning. · 

Our· problem attempts to take up the question where 

Kohler leaves off; to increase the situations in complexity, 

b_y introducing a number of new posaibi1ities, both in number 

and range of stimuli; to introduce a ne\V type of task to be 

performed by another group of chicks, that. of the selection 

0£ a medium intensity between three or . more possibilities. 

And after testing the trE:Utsfer to the new situation with a· 
procedure corresponding to Kohler's critical test, we carry 

the imp1ioations of tha configural hypothesis to its very 

limit and require the chicks to learn to respond correctly to 

situations which are changed, not after the problem has been 

learned on constant, identical elements, but after eaoh trial, 
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from the very start. We will explain this procedure more ful-

ly below • . 

Because the · literature is so clogged with reviews 

and criticisms of the proposed theories of learning and be-

c~use our central interest. though related, is in a slightly 

different direction. we are assuming knowledge of the reader 

on this subject and are omitting from this part of the dis-

cussion. further historical and theoretical considerations. 
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III. PROCEDURE 

1. Apparatus 

~he experiment was conducted with the use of a dis-

crimination device bullt on tha same general scheme~ but with 

considerable modification,. of the well-known Y«rkes Disorimin-

at ion box and designed by ltr •. S. Howard Bartley of the psy-

chological laboratory of the University. A ,perspective view 

of the device is shown in Plate :r and a ground plan with the 

impo.rtant dimensions is presented in Plate II. The device 

was built in semi•circular fashion with a small court, facing 

which were seven il1ttminated compartments or cells. Sliding 

on grooves; which were attached to the_ partitions of the com-

partments were black cardboard doors into which arched door-

ways were cut. eight centimeters wide and t\velve centimeters 

high. Also arranged in these grooves was another set of solid 

doors which. though kept up most of the time, could be pushed

down. covering the opening and thus closing the compartment. 
With this device we · could construct any kind of a spatial 

arrangement at will.· When the ohioks were older and larger, 

the floor of the apparatus exclusive of the court was raised 

efght centimeters and the chicks, ·mstead of entering the 

compartmen~s. stood on the outside and pecked at the food in 

the cell which they happe~ecl to select. The individual com-

partments were thirty centime.tars high and were illuminated 

by 100 watt lamps, each one of which was connected to a rheo-
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_stat. The experiment was initiated with 60 watt bulbs but it 
was :found that there ware not enough possibilities for 

J. N. D's and so the change was made.. The bulbs were hung so 

that the light was d-i:ffused equally . throughout the compartment; 

-and high enough that the chick: could not see it directly as 

he stood out in the court .and also that there should be no ex-

ceasiv-e heat when the light was at its brightest intensity. 

The inside walls and cei1ings of the compartments were white, 

the floor of the a._pparatue v1as a du1i,natural wood color and 

the rest of the device.from the chick's perspective_, was black. 

Into each cell was built a. container for food which covered 

the entire back four-fifths of each compartment. The stimu-

lus employed was simply the same kind of food which was used 

. in the ordinary feeding. FOr the most pa.rt, this was a mash 

food, though :for .a short period, cracked corn was substitu-

ted -for the mash,. This proved to be very unsatisfactory. as 

the chicks seemed ~o ~ru::a ~reat delight in· scratching in the 

corn and scattering it out through the doorway of the oom-

pa~tment, necessitating a clean-up before the next run, as 

many of the chicks. not v:ery intent on the problem, would 

stop and peck -at the food scattered on the floor instead of 

se1ecting a compartment in which to feed. Every compartment 

contained food of the same kind and in the same amount. In 

every other respect ea.oh cell was made identically the same 
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so that the chicks would be obliged to make their seleotiona 

on the basis of differences in intensity only. 

An accessory ·piece of apparatus was a box 12 X 12 X 

20 centimeters, one side of which was built with .a. doorway. 

similar to the appearance of the regular compartments .. lt 

contained food and was illuminated by a light, an· extension 

cord to which made · it possible to move it and place it in any 
,.. 

position.. Its use will be explained later. 

2. Subj acts . 
There were two groups of chicks used; one in each 

part of the experiment. The first group,hatched November 4, 

1927, consisted of various kinds--white leghorns, barred rocks. 

Bhode Island reds, and mixed chicks. All of the second 

group. born February 5, 1928, were white langshans. The 

chicks were hatched .and cared f'or in the University labora-

tory. We experienced the usual difficu1ties which beset the 

raising of baby .chicks in mid-winter but in only two oases 

did the death of one of the subjects deprive us of any valua-

ble data • . By reason of the type of stimulus we were using. we 

early discovered the important relationship which exists be-

tween the chick's I>.hysical condition and his performance. 

Since practically the only incentive employed was a positive 

one. that of food, lt was most import<i.nt that the chick be 

kept not only hungry enough, but also well enough to eat. 

Time after time a day's experimentation would be rendered use-
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l ·ess by a disinclination. on ·the part of the chick. to eat 

·(and run} either because he did not fee1 well or was not 

hungry. Often the chicks seemed to be -both hungry and well 

but still wouldn't eat. perhaps on general principles. Rare-

ly would the birds run Just to be 'acaommodating 1 .• Ample 

evidence was accumulated to justify the adage that 'you can 

l.ead a chick to sorateh-feed, but you cannot make him peck'. 

More particular :o.bservations on the individual sub-

jects will. be ,presented below in a qualitative treatment of 

the behavior in the problem •. 

3• Technique and Conditions 
a. The same generai .Plan of training was used throughout 

both _parts of the · study*. The chick was placed at ·X (Plate II) 

and gentl7 puShed toward the compartment whioh was illumina-

ted by a light of certain intensity. He was allowed to eat 

for a few ·seaonds, lifted ,from the compartment and placed 

again. After the chick became familiar with the new surround-

ings, he was simply deposited at X and allowed to do his own 

choosing. At first he was placed in the apparatus with his 

head turned away from the lights so that h~ was obliged to 

turn around and then select a comps.rtmetit. Tb.is was done in 

*The writer wished to acknowledge the assistance rendered him 
_by Mr. _ ~eodore Perkins in the actual experimentation with 
the chicks. 
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order that any inadverte.nt cues ·on the part of the experimen-

ter might be avoided. This precaution was found to have no 

influence on the performa.noe and so was abandoned. We would 

like to remind the reader~ lest; recall.ing the remarkable work 

of -"Clever Hans• and other animals trained to respond to very 

slight perceptual cues _, he suspect that the chicks· were direc-

- ted toward. ~he . correct light by an unconscious 'ouija-like' 
-, 

innuendo on the part of the experimenter, that these famous 

perf orrriances were the result of many years of training and 

that _ a tra.nsferenoe,to a. ten day old chick.of the Aufgabe by 

any such process would be most incredible. That the chicks 
- -

knew the problem independent of the experimenter was illus-

·trated by the :fact that anyone could _place the animals in the 

apparatus and they would run as usual. If the chick picked 

the compartment to which he was being trained to respond, an 

R (right) was recorded fo-r that run; if he made a wrong choice 

a l'f (wrong) was tabulated together with the light to which 

he did go. If. when being placed at X., the chick showed no 
' disposition to· move in any direction, ha was again gently 

propelled toward -the light of correct intensity. In this 

oa.se a ''Placed"' was recorded for him. While there were other 

£ea.tures of the behavior which might have been amenable to 

quantitative treatment and tab!lla.ta~. the record of the 

'rights·•. •wrongs• and 'placeds 1 furnished us with the neces-

sary information for the probl·em ,together with the data pre-
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sented in qualitative form~ 

The question of :f;he elimination of wrong responses 

·was a matter of oonsiderabla concern in planning the tech-

nique. The work of Co·le shows how chicks will succeed or 

fa.11 under certain conditions of punishment. We hesitate to 

be so anthropomorphic as to call the. chick tempermental but. 

as Cole indicates and as we subsequently found out, great care 

must .be exercised in Pllllishmant of a chick or the irascible 

creature will refuse to function. Hence. the only corrective 

empl01'ed \vas simply that of catching up the . chicks· and not 

allowing them to eat ·whe11 they entered or were about to enter 

a wrong compartment.. The situation was then changed and the 

chick run again. If he, chose the correct light he was allowed 

to eat for a few seconds and then lifted out and introduced 

to a new combination. Ten minutes were allowed eaoh day for 

experimentation with eaeh chick. Sometimes the period ex-

ceeded this amount and the chick allowed to perform as long as 

he would. Oftentimes, however. the chick would 'fill up' 

quick:J.y or become otherwise indisposed and the period, while 

as long as usual. woulcl. \le· productive of but two or three 

choices; and if these choices happened to ·be wrong, the whole 

series would have to be omitted from the learning curve of 

the animal or else produce a radical and unfe.i~ depression in 

the graphic representation. A more satisfactory procedure. 

perhaps. would have been that of prescribing a certain number 
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of trial.a for each day's work but. because of the great in-

constancy in the matter of the chi eke i daily 'dispos 1 ti on' , 
. I 

this method did not appear to be very satisfactory. 

b,. As has been suggested above,. the experiment consis-

ted of two parts, {1) the first to test the operation of cer-

taj.n behavioristic notions and contrast their validity in 

the same subjects with behavior prescribed by configurational 

hypotheses; (2-) the second part was designed to conform whol-

ly to the claims of Gestal theorifh 

fl) · Th.e chicks used in the fir·st experiment were di-

vided into two _groups. The :first group 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 

were introd1.ioed into the problem at the age of ten days, the 

second group ll, 30. 31, 38, 39~ · and 50, at forty-six days. 

The conditions _for all of these subjects were about the ea.me. 

They were al1 sta.rted on three lights, in compartments 3, 4, 

and 6 (Plate II). the· re1ative positions only. of which, ware 

changed after each run• Thus one situation would consist of 

a bright light-on the left side-. a dim light in the middle 

and a medium light on the right side while the next would 

have a. bright in the middle with the dim and medium on either 

side. etcetera.. Considerable care was taken that each situa-

tion contain, however~ a bright, dim. and medium light of the 

same abeol.ute intensity with which the chick might become 

familiar, if we were testing his response to identical ele-

ments. This wa.a done by careful calibration of the rheostats. 
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Four chicks were directed to the bright light, four to the dim 

and four to the medium. Upon perfectl.ng. or nearly perfecting, 

the response to three absolute intensities. the lights were 

al1 shifted up and the chioksallowed to adjust themselves to 

the new situation. The lights were then increased to five 

a.bso1ute intensities. Following this, the first oonfigura-

tional test was introduced and the chicks were obliged to 

decide on their choices from three lights all of which were 

shifted ttp and down after each successive run. This situation 

was then complicated by increasing the number of relative 

intensiti.es to five plus a box (p. 11) the doorway of which 

was placed facing the lights. After a series of trials with 

this situation a ,.final examination" was held in which the 

box was removed, but the number of lights in the semi-cirole 

increased to seven.· Incidental to the problem. a series of 

trials was taken some time after the experimentation was over 

to see how the anima.1s remembered. The above outline of pro-

·oedure was not adhered to strictly. for severa1 reasons, but 

any alteration of the conditions will .be mentioned in the in-

dividual case treatment. The various types of situations are 

designated both in the graphs, tables, and qualitative treat-

ment by e.apital letters. a key to which is found on page 30. 

(2) Eleven chicks were selected from a new brood. 

and subjected to training a_t the age of six days. They 
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proved to be too young and training Vlas def erred until the 

ohioks ware nine days old • . From the very :first day. the 

chicks were confronted with situations which changed not only 

in arrangement but in intensity after each run. The lights 

were shifted up and down. from place to place and varied in 
number f'rom two to five.. This proved too much for the medi-

ums and so a special problem, described below, was designed 

for them. 
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IV. PRESEMTATION OF RESULTS·--QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE 

The plan to ·be fol1owed is that of a description 

of tha· chick's behavior accompanied in e aoh ca.ea by a graph-

ical representation of the learning and the tabular results 
. . . . 

from which the· graph was derived. The writer is fully con-

scious of tlie heinousness of being anthropomorphic but, in 
y 

·order to save confusioji from the cluttering up · effect of mul-
I 

tiplied quotation marks. such expressions as 'choice', 'de-

cide•·, . 1·correct compartment' , 'error', etcetera will not · 

be SO enclosed. in each· <lSSe., and Only the more flagrant in-

. fringements of the' conventional ways of describing animal 

. 

' . . . ' 

behavior !lill,. be so ~ designated.. our anthropomorphism is 

meant ,to be ·purely descriptive. 

Experiment I 

A .• Brights 

(1) The first chick to be placed in the apparatus 

was no. 1 (Plate III. Table 1). liis behavior will be described 

~ little more fully than that of the others since the de-

scriptions.in many respects, would be equally applicable to 

the behavior of all of' the subjects. As a general rule, the 

chicks became frightened when first placed in the discrimin-

ation box and not until they became familiar with the new sit-

uation would they even look: at ~he lighted compartments, to 

say nothing of rttnning to one of them and eating. No. 1, 
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however, showed n marked willingness to run. from the start . 

although for tha first several days he could not be induced 

to make more than five· tria1s... In view of hie perfect per-

formance at the start a.nd with the assumption that chicks 

are positively phototropio. one might hastily conclude that 

there was no problem here for the chicks which were directed 

to the bright light.~ This oonolusion would be quite errone-

ous., as. a glance at the latter part of this ohiok 1 s curve or 

those of the other 'bright' chicks (Plates . IV~ V,, XI) wil1 

demonstrate. ·Tb.a chick did not manifest the same active inter-

est throughout the experiment. The low points on the curve 

may be ascribed part1y to a la.ck o:f' concern in the problem. 

Ona day the chick. though hungriy~ refused to run at all and on 

another occasion he spent the experimentation period in mak-

ing a complete inspection of the apparatus.pecking at small 

specks and spots and walking directly past the illuminated 

compartments. quite oblivious of the food therein. We might 

hazard a speculation over this behavior. After a given sit-

uation was apparently mastered and the chick undoubtedly 

'knew' what he was •supposed• to do. he apparently 'hated to 

do it•.. The writer has had occasion to observe similar be-

he:v-ior in his dog. The animal developed the very undesirable 

habit of running out into the street and barking at passing 

automobiles. In order to try to break him of doing this, the 

v1ri ter. upon hearing the barking, would run out of the house 
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a:tfck in hand, ai1d punish the offender, Whereupon, the dog 

began to go through ·the performance without barking.. Upon 

discovering this, the writer poa~ed himself at a window and 

rushed out as before when the dog misbehaved. When the writer 

thought he had been successful in his training. the dog would 

disappear, sometimes :for several houra9 and great was his 

cha.grin .to disc.over later \hat the animal was chasing cars 

 on the next street. Animals sometimes exhibit a certain 

·'stubbornness' , or *'perversity' which was not entirely lacking 

in the performance of the chicks. 

Plate .III shows .how decidedly the change of situa-

tion a~feated the chick's behavior and also how quickly the 

retrenchment was retrieved an.d the per£eot performance reoov-

e·rea.. The in.1 tial delay was a1so very much longer at this 

time. The chick would stand for several seconds facing the 

lights ' appare.ntly st11uying the situation. obviously unable to 

·organize a l:' esponse. The experimentation was continuous with 

this chick except fore. week between ·A and Band forty days · 

between D and E.. The drop of' the curve· at E. is interesting. 

The change·of the bo~ to the other side of the compartment 

quite ups~t the chick. but aft.er a few meaningless and unre-

lated movements he seemed to regain the problem and ran off 

the le.st ten trials without a~. error. Some of the prettiest 
!'. 

runs were obtained. with the type of4·Situa.tion represented by 

E and E •• The chicks \'oul.d be able to see only the lights in 
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the regular · compartments from X (o:r the place at which they 

were startaa. ·~· and in many cases wo:uJ.d appare,ntly seleot tha 

1ight to which they 'intended.' to go before actually advanc-

ing forward. (This was demonstrated by plaoing tha chick 

toward the llghts • . l)erniitting him see the arrangement and 

then ~urning .him around 'S.lld letting him go. Ho \VOUld turn in-
atan~ly in the right direc~J~n and start directly for the 

correct eompartment} .. · The extra light in E and E~ was not 

visible · to the ehiok at X• · :Renee~ '·when the .co rreot light 

was in the box, the ohlok,. if he deoi.ded on his compartment 

'from the · five ·visible lights. when he ·w~ at X or before the 

box ca;ne into 'view; would be .. obliged to "change his mind" or 

abandon his original choice in order to ma.ka a correct response. 

Ae a. matter ·of :fact; numeroua dases were reeorded in which the. 

Chick headed . straight for a light in the semi-cirole,al.inost 

entered a gi-ven compartment. and ·parhaps b3" chanoe.turnad his

head so tbat tha light · in the box came into view. If it hap-

pened to be brighter (and with the other chicks dimmer or more 

of a medium intensity as far as the other lights was co~aerned) 

than the ·compartment he was about to ente-:r ; ha 
wottl.d reti:es. t from the original choice and go .to the box. · 

From the standpoint 0£ the chick's contribution to the proble.m, 

this behavior was most interesting and signifiaant-. "tt is 
' . 

such behsvior as this which makes it diffioult :for one · to ac-

cept theories of learning which regard the learner. whether 
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animal or human as a , mere automaton. 

In situation G .• which was in the nature of a 'final 

examination1:.an· important fact was brought out. The chick 

was confronted by seven lights from wh~ch he wa:s obliged . to 

pick the brightest.. If the corr.set light was on the side of 

the apparatus in which the other near bright lights ware loca-

ted, the chick .would invariably make e. correct response. · If, . . 

on the .other hand, the intensitY' of the differential was in 

favor o~ the opposite side -from that in which the correct 

light was situated. the chick would not choose so aaourately. 

Whether this might be used as an argument against the theory 

. ·of identical elements (w~ereby we would expect the chick to 

single out the correct light regardless of its relationship 

to the tdal pattern) :rests on the question as to the fineness 

of discrimination that the chick can make and whether the com-

bined effect of a number of bright 1ights together did not ac-

tually produce an effect which was more.intense than the cor-

rect light itsa1f. The first question iuas settled by the con-

. struction-of a. three light situation in which brightnf3ssea i-

a-entica.l with the three highest luminosities of the seven 

light situation were introduced. This was to see if \Ve had 

exceeded the least noticeable difference point in the intansi-

ty discrimination of the chick• Perfect, performances were ob-

tained, so that the answer ·to the above question must prob-
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ably be assigned to a summa.tiva effect of the near-bight in-

tensities so that physically as well as physiologically and 

psy(Jho.logicall:v the absoltttel7 calibrated brightest light had 

ceased to be the correct e1ement at all . but . was submerged in 

the arrangement of the l.um1nosity differential. 

That the chick ·had 'grasped' the problem was evi-

denaed by thefa.ct that almost-three weeks after the experi-

m~nting w~e o"Ver~ the chick was given a series of twenty tri-

als on five relative intensities and performed the feat with-

out error. Just before disposing of him, four weeks after 

this and seven weeks after the experiment was over." he still 

remembered the problem and made a perfect performance in a 

series of ten trials. 

Key to Conditions 

A----•3 11ghts. absolute intensities. Changed in .position only 

B.•--5 lights., stepped up.. Otherwise same as A 

c-----5 1ights •. Otherwise same as A 
D--•--3 lights. Relative intensities. Together and separated 

E-----5 lights. Relative. Box. (total--6 lights) 

E,~•-•8ame as E. except box changed to other side 

Q..,..;.._.,,,,7. lights •. Relative 

H-----5 lights. Relative 

K-•---2 lights relative. and box 

L•----4 lights relative •. a.nd box 

?'1-----All possible situations .• Up and down. separated. 6 lights 
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'Belative' indicates that all the lights . ware 

changed in intensity, as well as in .position, after ea.ch run. 

'Together1 ·and 'separated' refer to the ways in 

which the lights might "' be arranged. Vlith the device for 

closing up any · compartment., we were .able to construct any 

t911e Of :situation appropriate to the number of compartments 
I 

poss .~b1e. · 

In the following graphs. the ordinate indicates 

percent of right choices. the abs"bissa refers to the number 

of the series. 
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!able· I 

Chick 1--Brigh:t 

no. of 
Series Age ... Trials ·Right Wrong •Plaaed <{o-Right Conditio~e 

··1 10 · 5 5 0 ·.o 100 A 
2 11 5 6 0 0 100 
3 ·11 5 5 0 0 100' 
4 12 'I 6 l 0 :85 
6 12 9 9 0 0 100 
6 13 9 : 7 2 0 77 
'I 14 6 6 0 0 100 
8 15 9 8 l 0 88 
9 18 5 5 O· 0 100 

10 19 l.2 12 0 0 100 

12 2'1 6 2 4 0 33 B 
13 28 6 3 2 l 50 
14 29 0 Would not run 
15 30 10 '1 2 l 70 

16 31' 4 1 3 0 .. 25 c 
111 32 22 8 12 2 36 
·1a ' 33 '18 14 4 0 77 
19 34 18 15 3 0 83 
20·' 35 18 15 a 0 83 
21 36 7 6 1 .o 85 

·22 37 12 ·11 l 0 91 

23 38 4 1 3 . , ·o 25 D 
24 39 12 12 0 0 100 
25 40 12 ll 1 . o· 91 
26 41 .1'1 1'7 0 0 100 

27 82 13 8 s o· ,· 40 E 
28 83 a 6 2 0 75 
29 84 10· 8 2 :o 80 
30 -85 :·12 . 10 2 0 83 < 

'. 

31 86 12 12 0 0 100 
32 ·87 12 12 0 0 100 

33 88 12 ·10 2 0 83 E, 
34 89 26 14 11 0 77 G 

35 107 20 20 0 0 100 R 
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J2) The curve of Bo~ 2 {Plate IV, Table 2) shows 

greater constancy. though this chick 11aa slower a.bout 'catch-

:ing- on t. He~ 1ost , interest in the task very quickly• and 

often could be ma.de to run but a few times. A very intense 

light would crumple him up... and though he would select a 

very brilliant compartment when the brightness exceeded tha:t 

of -~he others, it was obvious that ha would rather not have 

been obliged to make that particular choice. Upon entering 

a. very brightly lighted compartment; the chick would bend 

over to one side until one wing touched the floor and it 

would remain motionless in that cramped position until the 

experimenter took it out. The question is whether the an-

noying situation was Olia· of light or heat. The possibility 

of the latter is quite remote as the bulbs were twenty centi-

met.er$ above the floor 0£ the ·compartments and in order .that 

the compartments might not have become heated by oontinued 

use, the_ chick was introduced into the problem at the begin-

ning of ,the daily exparimentation,with no difference in be-

havior. While we do not know the thermal sensitivity of the 

chick. it seems improbabl~ that a-temperature which was 

scarcely discernable ~_,, ·to the human hand should have caused 

such a strong reaction as was observed in this subject and in 
. J 

certain of the -others. The transition from one type of sit-

uation to the other was made with comparatively little loss 

of accuraay of performance-.-in four cases the curve dropped, 
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in one it remained constant, and in two it aotually rose. 

In situation D where there were three. lights varied in all 

possible ways, the chick deserted identical e1ements time 

after time• One of the favorite variations of the procedure 

used on a11 of the subJects we.a the preparation of a. .situa-

tion in which.there were a number of bright or dim lights. 

After each choice. one of the lights -was stepped up (or 

. down) so that the light to which the ·chick had Just respon-

ded was left intact both in 1ocation and intensity but the 

new light introduced now bore the membership oha.racter of 

the .situation to .which t .he chick was supposed to respond. 

This procedure where the chick had to snccessively abandon 

a ~eries · of lights which were both · identical elements and 

most recent was called a progresaion--if all of the lights 

were dim to start with and a. brighter one successively intro-

duced •. it was a positive progression; when the lights were 

reduced in intei:isity one by one, it was designated as a neg-

ative progression. No. 2 was able to manage these situa-

tions without error. On one occasion the experimenter turned 

out the light in the compartment in which the chick was feed-

ing and he immediately came ou.t and selected another.- the 

brightest one left in the situation. This chick was quite 

sensitive to ·noisee a.bout him. A commotion in the pen where 

the other chicks were kept VIQUld disorganize him completely. 
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He had ·a peculiar way ' of pecking; every time he pecked he 

would simultaneously pull his head toward him very vigorous-
~: ... 

ly. In E he w9uld thus knock some of the food (which hap-

pened to 'be craeked corn) out of_ the box on to the floor 

making cormid~.ra.ble noise and so :frightening him that the 

'food had t~ bo changed to mssP. 111 order to preserve his equa- · 

nimity. ·simiiai: .to the ef:feot on No. i. the choice in the 

· seven light situation . fa.} ··almost uniformly went to the part 

of the. situation which was favored by the brightness differ-

. eutial~ The perfect performance after the experimenting was 

over-,>'_bombined with the · forty days . of .inactivity during the 

per:iod itself' lndica~aa ·a oonsi.derable degree o:f •retention' 

or mimory. if'1 a.s Colo inquires , 11 theae smooth brained and ex-

tremely stupid. creatures ma.y be said to have memory''. 
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Table 2 

Chick 2-.. Bright 

.No. of 
Series Age Trials Right Wrong Placed %-Right Conditions 

l 10 B 5 2 ·l 62 A 
2 11 'I 5 ·2 0 71 
3 11 9 9 0 0 100 
4 12 3 · 2 1 0 66 
5 12 6 6 0 0 100 
6 13 '1 6 l 0 85 
7· 14 12 9 3 0 76 
8 15 . . 9 . 7 2 0 77 
9 18 8 8 0 0 100 

10 19 12 12 0 0 100 

11 .. 27 . 3 2 l 0 66 B 
12 28 6 4 2 0 66 
13 29 3 3 I 0 . o· 100 
14 30. 10 10 0 0 100 

15 31 3 3 0 0 100 c 
16 32 6 3 3 . 0 50 
1'1 33 10 7 3 0 '10 
18 34 3 3 0 0 100 
19 35 11 8 3 0 72 
20 ·36 4 3 l o . 76 
21 3? 12 11 l 0 93 

22 38 10 a 2 0 80 D 
23 39 12 9 0 . 3 76 
24 40 4 4 0 0 100 
25 ; 41 . 12 12 . 0 0 100 

26 81 14 14 0 . 0 100 E 
2'/ .83 10 10 0 0 100 
28 85 12 11 l 0 100 
29 86 10 8 2 o· 80 
30 87 12 12 0 0 100 
31 as 12 12 0 0 100 

32 89 12 11 l ·o 93 E, 

33 90 19. 14 5 0 75 G 

34 10'1 20 20 0 0 . 100 H 
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{3) · The curves of chicks 11 and 30 (Plate · III, 

Tables 3 and 4)- reV'ea.l a striking ~esamblance to each other. 

This fact answers in.a large measure the criticism that to 

obtain valid results. all o:f the subj acts should be of the 

same kind. No. 11 was a strangely constructed game chicken 

and No~ 30 was a mixture, even the approximate identity of 

which could not be determined. These subje eta were started 

in the problem at the age of forty-six days and though they 

proceeded slowly at first .. their learning shows· great con-

stancy.. The sndden rise in the curve of No. 11 :from zero 

to 83'1o does not really tell the strange alteration in the 

general behavior of the chick, not as obvious as the famil-

iar "lighting up" of a chi1d's face at sudden comprehension 

but very definitely more orderly and related th.an the pre-

vious heterogeneity of movement. This chiok scarcely- even 

hesitated about choosing. Ha was always very active and 

sometimes ran so '1mpulsive1y' that he did not seem to be 

choosing at all, but in the great majority of cases he would 

survey the· fie1·a and fairly rush to the compartment he decid-

ed on, which was usually correct. Toward the latter part of 

the experimentation period. however. he lost his · apparent 

grasp of the problem and would talca the line of least ener-

gy. stopping at the most convenient instead of at the bright-

est compartment. He became extremely impatient between tri-

als and the experimenter could scarcely hold him while be 
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adJusted the rheostats for the new situation. If the adjust-

ment took more than a few second a, the . bird would struggle 

. violently to }:>e 1et 1oose and indeed .would regain its per-

feot composure· pnly upon being placed in the apparatus for 

another run. 

No. 50 1 on the other hand, was never ver1 'enthus-

iastic' · a.bout the probl~m. Though hungry, she would not eat · 

from the compartments for :several days at the beginning of 

the experiment, but would walk around the -apparatus or just 

remain motionless. Sometimes the experimente_r would wait for 

five minutes for the chick to even so much a.a move an 'eye-

lash' -• At times the subJect seemed to be unable to decide. 

It would advance toward the lights which were closely cali-

brated and stand in front of them, about ten centimeters a-

way, and simply look from one. to the other. From the begin-

ning, the chick was quite noticeably .negatively phototropio 

and on the prob1em of select~ng the dim light would doubt-

lessly made a.n impressive performance. 

(4) · An interesting illustration of imitation. 

Three chicks, a. bright. a medium~ and a dim. were placed 

in the apparatus at the same time after each had thoroughly 

learned his problem. Three lights diff aring moderately in 

intensity, v1ere placed in l, 2. 3 order in the mdddle of the 

apparatus. The three chicks rushed headlong for their respeo-

ti ve lights. but the chick who was in the lead. reaching his 
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O'Ompartment slightl1' before the other two, caused the other 

' chicks to forget their task and they both attempted to crowd 

into the compartment with the first chick. A repetition 

with the same conditions produced the same results, except 

that this time, another chick reached the1lights first. and 

all three of the birds tried to crash into the same compart-

ment with him. The experimenter could not restrain a smile. 

Punishment to the two imitators inflicted on the next trial 

'(by pulli~g them back ra.thar roughly) broke up the response 

completely and given another cha.nee to run, ea.ch chick picked 

co~reatly his respective compartment. Imitation used to 

hasten learning in a naive subject by placing it in the 

compartment with a trained subject gave us inconclusive re-

sults--ha.lf of the neophytes imitated the other and began 

eating £rom the same or another compartment / and half of them 

paid no attention to the chick already feeding. ·. 
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Tabla 3 

Ohi'ok 11-~Bright 

.. ?Io. of 
Series Age Trial.a ·:a1ght Wrong Placed ~Right Conditions 

1 46 5 0 0 5 0 A 
2 4'1 6 0 0 6 0 
3 48 6 0 0 6 0 
4 49 6 5 o. 1 83 
5 60 12 11 1 0 93 
6 51 ' 12 ll l 0 93 
~t 52 12 ll l 0 93 
8 53 12 12 0 0 100 
9 54 12 12 0 0 100 

10 65 12 12 0 0 100 
ll 66 12 12 0 0 100 

12 62 12 10 2 0 83 H 
13 .i' 63 · 19 14 5 0 73 
14 64 12 a 4 0 66 
15 65 12 · 10 2 0 83 
16 66 12 9 3 0 75 
17 67. 12 ·8 4 0 66 
18 68 12 10 2 0 84 

. 19 . 68 12 9 3 0 15 
20 69 12 10 2 0 84 
21 . 70 12 ·10 .. 2 0 84 
~2 ·71 ·· 12 11 1 0 93 
23 '12 12 11 l · 0 93 . 
24 ·72 12 ll 1 0 93 
25 73 . 12 11 1 0 93. 
26 '14 12 12 0 0 100 
27 76 12 12 0 0 100 

28 77 24 16 8 0 66 E 
29 '18 12 6 6 0 50 
30 79 12 7 5 0 58 
31 80 12 9 3 0 75 
32- 81 12 10 2 0 83 
33 82 12 7 6 0 58 
~4 83 12 9 3 0 75 
35 84 24 10 14 0 46 
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'?able 4 

Chick 30--Bright 

~No. ot 
Series Age Trials Bight Wrong Placed %-Right Conditions 

l 46 10 4 6 40 A 
2 47 6 3 0 5 50 
3 48 9 8 0 l. 88 
4 49 · 10 10 0 0 100 
5 50 12 11 l 0 93 
6 51 12 l.0 2 0 83 
7 52 12 11 l 0 93 
8 53 12 12 0 0 100 
9 64 12 12 0 0 100 

10 65 12 12 0 0 100 
11 66 12 12 0 0 100 

12 62 12 9 3 0 75 R 
13 63 4 3 l 0 75 
14 64 8 7 2 0 88 
15 · 65 6 4 2 0 66 
16 66 'I 6 1 0 85 
17 6'1 12 10 2 0 83 
18 68 '1 6 · 1 0 85 
19 68 ll 9 2 0 81 
20 69 5 4 1 0 80 
21 70 7 6 .. l 0 85 
22 '11 10 8 2 0 80 
23 72 12 11 1 0 88 
24 '12 12 11 l 0 88 
25 '15 12 11 1 0 88 
26 74. 12 12 0 0 ioo· 
27 '15 12 12 0 0 100 

28 79 10 ' .3 0 70 E 29 80 10 6 4 0 60 
30 81 12 10 2 . 0 83 
31 82 11 10 l 0 91 
32 83 10 9 1 0 90 
33 64 12 8 4. 0 66 
34 85 14 8 6 0 60 
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B •. Dims 

(ll For the first twelve days~ the case for No. 3 

(Plate VI., Table 5) looked hopeless. He' would neither run 

nor eat from the compartments.. He seemed to dislike the dim 

light, and just stood and looked_ at the lights. On the thir-

teenth day_, he suddenly 'caught Qn' and made a performance 

of 83% aeouracy. 'file following day. he jumped to 100%. From 

then on with but two serious drops his curve remained close 

to 10<>% performance. In spite of the correctness of hie re-

sponses. this sub3eet never seemed to be quite sure that he 

was right. . He would not enter the compartment which he se-

lected {as did the other chicks) but would stand out in the 
\ 

court and. PE\lCk at the f'ood lying aromd the outside edges 

near the doorway.. After each peck he would glance around 

.'apprehensively'. and possibly step back.. This was a result, 

no ·doubt, . of his training of ~he first twal ve days in which 

he had to be lifted back from the wrong compartment the 

greater part of the time. In situation E; he disliked to 

go to the box and could be induced to do so only by making 

all of the other ligh~s vary bright or so equating them that 
·.·.i<., 

there could be no choice between them and the box remained 

as the last resort. When ':.the lights were equated. the 

chicks. whether brig~t, medium. or dim. would not ru..'1. How-

ever, when one of the lights was dimmed. almost imperoepta-
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bly sometimes while the chicle was watching. he would immedi-

ately respond. On one ocoasion.a'£ter the chick 11ad made a. num-

ber of correct choices in succession and appeared to 'know' 

what he was supposed to do., the correct (dim) light waa 

placed between two very bright ones. The chick did not se-

lect it but chose another in a. different location. The 

question here is whether the .field was apparently continuous 

so ·the chick couldn't see the dark patch between the two 

brightnessas or whether the luminosity of the two bright 

.lights aotue.1ly contributed to the illumination value of the 

dim compartment either physically and objectively or in the 

chick. himself by means of retinal diffusion. Or, a gain, 

did the chick respond to a brightness dii.ff erential in such 

a way as suggested on page 29. In any case, the evidence 

is against an explanation by reference to the theory of iden-

tical elements. 

The :followi11g are representations of some of the 

interestlng selections. 

1> ]) 

<I) (3) 
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Table 5 

Ohiok s--Dim 
No. of 

Series Age .. Trials Hight Wrong Plaaad ~-Right Conditions

l '' 10 9 4 4 l 44 A 
2 ·11 4 l l 2 26 
3 11 4 0 0 3 0 
4 12 4 0 0 2 0 
5 12 4 l. 0 l 25 
6 13 4 l 0 3 25 
7 14 4 0 0 3 0 
8 15 6 2 2 1 66 
9 18 4 l. 0 3 25 

10 19 6 2 2 2 33 
ll 20 6 0 0 5 0 
12 21 4 0 0 4 0 
13 22 12 10 1 l 91 
14 23 9 9 0 0 100 
15 .24 5 5 .o 0 100 

16 26 5 5 0 0 100 B 
17 27 5 5 0 0 100 
19 28 7 6 1 0 91 
19 ·29 12 12 0 0 100 

20 ' 30 2 2 0 ·o Out 0 
21 31 12 8 ~ -4 0 ·66 
22 32 18 11 '1 0 61 
23 33 18 16 2 0 88 
24 34 4 4 0 0 100 
25 35 12 12 0 0 100 

26 36 9 9 0 0 100 D 
27 57 G -6 0 0 100 
28 38 6 6 0 0 100 
29 39 b 6 0 0 100 

30 '18 6 4 2 0 66 E 
31 80 10 10 0 0 100 
32 82 10 9 1 0 ·90 
33 83 12 12 0 0 100 
34 S4 11 11 0 0 100 
35 as 12 11 l 0 93 

56 86 12 10 2 0 83 E, 

57 87 28 20 .~- 8 0 75 G 

38 107 20 19 l 0 95 H 
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(2) Chick 4 started out .very slowly and was elev-
1tc 

en days in r~a.ching 10~. At first.wouldn't eat, made aw-

fui peeping noise and struggled continuously to get out of 

·the apparatus. Each of the changes :of conditions produced 

a drop in the curve. The greatest drop was that when the sit-

uation was changed to five absolute intensities and,as will 

be seen from Plate VII, recovery from this slump was slow~ 

Similar to the behavior of the other chicks. thie animal 

would not choos·e any light when all were of the same inten-

sity• For instance·., JVith a.11 of the lights turned out (there 

was still enough light in the room to see the compartments) 

the chick wou1d not run. but as soon as one compartment was 

illuminated he ran immediately to one of the still dark 

compartments. or. in the opposite situation. with a.11 of the 

lights equated, he would n(?t run until one o:f the lights was 

dimmed. An interesting incident happened with this chick. 

He had been purposelJ' sent to the box in E :for several times 

in succession. The box was not facing him and its intensity 

could be seen only after the chick had advanced halfway from 

the starting point to the food. A dim light was placed in 

the box and all of the rest 'of the lights were equated. 'Judg-

i~g -" ·: the situation from .X,. the chick refused to move tintil 

one of the lights 1n the semi-circle was dimmed and he ad-

vanced far enough forward toward it to see that the correct 
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light- was .in the box and he crossed the intervening floor-

s .pace --in -quick time to eat out of the box~ Time after time 

situations were arranged so that one light 0£ .five or six 
wn.s dimmed progressively {negati-v;e .progression) leaving the 

others l the _ identical elements: and the most recent) intact. 
,1 

'F.nia·'· chick. as well . as the others, successively deserted the 

identical' element~. and chose the new light. This held true 
• • ' • T 

whether the lights· were progressively moved up or down. The 
- - . 

responses. were · unmist~ab1y - of a configura.l nature. Typical 

rruna' are p.resented -in Figure 2 .• 

t'H> 

. <JR 

o~ 
rv

1

' ( ~ ;_ ~ 
Fig-. 2 
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Tab1e 6 

Chick 4--Dim 
No. of 

Sarles Age· Trials Right Wrong Pla.oed %-Right Conditions 

l 10 8 0 0 8 0 A 
2 11 8 0 0 8 0 
3 ll 9 i : 7 l 11 
.4 12 8 0 0 a 0 
5 12 a 0 0 8 0 
6 13 9 l · 5 3 11 
7· ·-.14 8 2 5 1 25 
8 ,' ' 15 a 6 3 0 64 
9 18 13 9 · 4 0 68 

10 19 .·12 2 0 0 20 
11 20 12 12 0 0 ,100 
·12 21 · -10 10. 0 0 100 
13 22 12 12 0 0 100 
14 23 12 12 0 o· 100 
16 24 . ll· 10 1 0 91 

16- 26 4 4 0 o. 'loo B 
17 27 8 6 2 0 '15 
18 28 4 4 ·O ·O 100 
19 29 12 12 0 0 100 

20 ·'• 30 9 ·3 .. 6 ' 0 33 c 
21 51 :· 19 8 10 1 41 
22 32 -.. · 1a ,• , 12 6 . o . 60 . , 

23 33 18 ''13 5 0 65 
24 34 6 ; 6 0 0 100 
25 35 12 . 11. 1 0 91 

" 

26 36 6 6 0 O· 100 D 
27 . ' ' 37 15 15 0 0 .. 100 
28 ·38 12 ll l 0 91 
29 39 1a · 17.' 1 0 97 

30 . 78 10 9 l 0 90 ·E 
31 80 10 9 1. 0 90 
32 82 • 12 8 4 0 66 
33 83 12 10 2 0 83 
·34 · 84 -12 ·. 10 2 o· 83 

: ··: 35 85 12 10 2 .· .0 - 83 
·" 

36 86 12 10- 2 0 83 E, 
37 8'1 · 27 23 4 0 . 8'1 G 
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. { 3) In most respects.. the b.ebavior of No. 31 and Uo. 

38 (.Plate VIII. Tables 1 and 8) resembled that of Uoa. 3 and 

4. !hare was a sudden rise in the curve of .each of them as 

in the eases of the others in t~is group. However. they 

were not .aa consistent as the others, especially the case of 

No. 38 who was very erratic.. Except for the drop at H, the 

~e.~ord . of No. 3l corresponds in general with the curves of the 

two bright chicks introduced also at the age of 46 days. 

While lio. 38 was a . week in climbing baak to a perfect per-

formance at this point. No. 31 oriented himself ~o the new 

oon.ditions the next day. Both chicks ·ware r·eiuota.nt sub-

j ecte {lnd sometimes a ,period of starvation would not be suf-

:ficdent to get them to eat 'in the apparatus. No. 31 spent 

rnuch of his experimentation period in ·'deliberating'. some-

times deciding to run and sometimElS not. Just the nature 

of the 'mental processes.' of a chick ln this behavior woUld 

be an interesting conjecture·. Never. wo~1ld this' subj act feed· 

f'or more than a. few seconds but when disposed to run would 

coma out. ~f the eompartmen't, walk to the st·arting place Cat 

X) and stand. Upon being ~icked up and again placed in the 
appa.ra.ttta ·with the lights changed, he would select a com-

partment without further ado. eat a second or two, and pro-

ceed a.a before.. When situation E was introduced, he was 

· very much attracted to the box: and would eat from it indis-



oriminately. He never entirely lost his attraction for the 

box though the· latter soon lost its ability to attract him 

regardless oi' the , other lights. Though the graphs or tables 

do not indicate .it, this chick /and others) progressed to 
the point where in wide discrimination he woul.d never err. 

· This. o:f course~ might be called merely an avoidance reaotio\, 
but .at I.east · it indicates that a very definite form of learn ... , 

f\. · 
ing has taken place~ and an avoidance built up 'on essantial-

11 the same principles that a more refined t7pa of learning 
requires. · 

No. 38 was never very onthueiastio a.bout the prob-
lem until after the seventeenth when he seemed to take a new 

'lease on life.'. From then on ha turned out to be a star 

performer •. \ . ' If a ohiok has · a. choice consciousness, then car-

tainly this chick had one. ··Ha o.ften looked from 1ight to 

l:i'.ght f .or several seconds before running and a.s .Figure 3 

below indicates. he would sometimes put his head into a 

wrong doorway and.: without any indication on the part of the 

experimenter wonld come out · and enter the· correct compart-

ment. Especially curious is the trial (2) below, in which 
' the correct light was placed on the extreme right. The · 

chick happened to start toward the left side of the appara-

tus, and he looked in every compartment but refrained from 

entering one until he had reached the one on the extreme 
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right. Perhaps he was looking for an identical element ·ex-

cept for the .fact that a light ' identica.1 with one .chosen in 

the previous_ one vfas deliberately- passed up ,in his course 

around the semi-cirole. So .clearly did he seem to grasp the 

problem that on one occasion he was almost into a compart-

ment and saw a bug {4) near the . outside edga of the apparatus. 

Re · r·a.n over'• ate the bug an~ returned to the .. ·compartment he 

·had chosen. 

(I/) 

. Fig. 3 
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Table '1 

Chick 31--Dim-

No. of 
Series Age Trials Right Wrong Placed %-Right Condition 

1 46 6 0 0 5 0 A 
2 4'1" 6 -o 0 6 0 
3 48 4 .0 0 4 0 
4 49 6 0 0 6 0 
5 50 6 2 0 4 33 
6 51 6 5 0 1 85 
7· 52 -- 8 7 l 0 88 
·8 53 12 9 3 0 75 
9 54 9 8 1 0 88 

10 55 12 1'2 0 0 100 
11 56 12 12 0 0 100 

12 62 6 0 0 6 0 H 
13 63 4 4 0 0 100 
14 . 64 12 10 2 0 83 
15 65 5 4 l 0 80 
16 66 8 6 2 0 '15 
1'1 67 11 9 2 0 81 
18 68 4 , 4 0 0 100 
19 68 Would not run 0 
20 69 6 5 1. 0 85 
21 70 ·would not run ; 0 
22 '11 ··10 a 2 0 80 
23 72 12 10 2 0 83 
24 '12 9 7 2 0 '17 
25 - '13 12 1 9 3 0 75 
26 74 12 10 2 0 83 
27 "15 12 10 2 0 83 

28 77 a 7 1 0 91 ;E 
29 '18 10 6 4 0 60 
30 '19 10 . 6 4 0 60 
31 80 12 9 3 0 75 
32 81 12 7 6 0 67 
33 82 12 ll 1 0 93 
34 83 12 7 5 0 57 
35 84 - 24 16 9 0 62 
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1.l!abla 8 

Chick 38-•Dim · 

Jfo. Of 
Serie.a Age !I!rials Right Wrong Placed fa-Right Conditions 

l 46 10 4 l 5 , 40 A 
2 47 6 l 0 5 .17 
3 48 6 .o 0 6 0 
4 ,49 6 0 0 6 0 
6 50 6 l 0 5 1'1 
6 5·1 6 (} 0 G 0 ,, . 62 3 1 2 0 33 
B 53 G 5 1 0 85 
9 54 8 6 2 0 75 

10 ~5 6 .3 3 0 50 
11 55 6 0 l 5 17 

12 62 5 2 2 1 40 H 
13 63 6 Would not run 0 
14 64 6 'Would not run 0 
15 65 6 Wou.1d not run 0 
16 66 9 7 l 1 '17 
17 -67 6 ·l 0 5 17 ' 
18 68 10 7 3 0 70 
19 ·GS 4 4 0 0 100 
20 69 12 12 0 0 100 
21 70 ·:.12 i2 0 0 ~00 
22 '11 9 6 3 0 66 
25 -72 . 12 10 2 0 83 
24 ·72 · 4 4 0 0 100 
25 73 12 9 s 0 75 
26 '14 3 2 l 0 66 
27 .. 75 12 10 2 0 83 

28 78 10 7 3 · 0 70 E 
29 V9 ~ 6 2 0 75 
50 so ·9 6 3 0 66 
31 81 12 9 3 0 75 
32 82 .. 10 8 2 0 80 
33 63 12 10 2 0 83 
34 64 . 12 8 4 0 66 
35 85 12 11 l 0 93 
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o... Mediums 

There can be no question but that the choioe of a 

medium light .. from a series of lights is more difficult than the 

selection of one at either extreme. It fo11ows that the per-

. formances of the medium chicks should be characterized both 

by slower· learning and by a lower limit of final achievement 

after training. · We found this to ·be true in general · but 

with one· or· two important exceptions. · From the standpoint o\:'. 

the oonfigurational hypothesis the behavior of the chicks un-

der this test co:nst·itutes ·a crucial .point. There will be 

twice as many identical el.ements left in the situations with . 

the medium chicks since the lights all stepped up, for in-

stance, · would leave the o1dmiddle intensity (now dim with 

respect ·to · the whole) and with the lights stepped down the 

old medium intensity wouJ.d still remain (now as a bright); 

whereas .in the case of the b~ights or the dims. the identical 

elements could be retained in but one direction of a pro-

gression.. Further. if · discrimination between a brighter, 

medium and dim 1ight is to be passed off as mere avoidance 

of the extremes (and this could possibly be true in situa-
'. 

ti'on! .A where the intansi ties are kept constant) how can one 

account for the fact that the removal of extreme differences 

or pushing the whole situation toward one extreme or the 

other wi1l not destroy the response of the chick? The be-

havior of' the chick in this task was so complex that one can-
t " 
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not adeqnately ·present it . in graphical or tabular form, and 
hence the curves, . while so far above the chance line that 

the gen~inen(i!sS of achievement cannot be doubted. are not 

as impressive as those of the other chicks nor indicative 
of the rea1 adjustments to . the situation. Other consider-

ations will· be discussed la.tar •. 

(l) Chicks 5 and 6. were undoubtedly .the .most 

capable of all . of' . the aubj~ots bright, medium, or dim. :Both 

· were ver7 small and could not seem to get along very well 

with the other chicks.. From the first, they manifes.ted a 

perfect willingness to run and unlike the r~st of the group, 

war~ not afraid of · anyth~g (except the bigger . chicks). The 

latter use·d to become frightened a.t the operation of a large 

· cardboard . door which was used on one side of the pen, and 

they would scatter to the opposite corner of the enclosure 

when .the door was removed and were v.ery hard to catch. Not 

so With No;. 5 and 6. They were never afraid of the door, 

the experimenters or visitors to the laboratory. 

The first time No. 5 . (Plate IX, Table 9) was 
placed in· the apparatus he acted as though he had been in 

there a dozen times before., There was no loud chirping. 

restlessness, struggling to get out of the apparatus or oth-

er extraneous behavior characteristic of the other chicks. 

Further. he could, be induced to run a greater numbe.r of times 
\~. 

without being propelled" Hle apparent superiority encour-
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aged us to give him harder discriminations. which, of course,. 

···' 
.affected his . curve. On. the night following the twenty third 

series in which the chick had been willing to run twenty-
four times. the chick died. Tha oause was never determined, 

as he appeared to be quite normal and healthy throughout the 

period. . This was the onl7 very serious set-back that we re-

ceived from this source. Indeed_. in comparison with the 

casualties in similar experiments ., we considered ou~elves 

fortunate in this· respect.. However. the ser1ousnese of the 

loss of this particular chick resides in the fact that its 

mat,e. No. 6 who lived through the entire oourse of the ex-

periment,. soon after this developed most err,atio procli vi-

ties... Another chick. subjected to the same o.onditione would 

have provided us with a valuable check. 



Tab1e 9 

Chick 5-.. Medium 

-No. of 
Series Age Tria.1s Right Wrong Placed ~Right Condi ti one 

l 10 . ., 3 2 2 46 A 
2 ll 'I 3 4 ·O 45 
3 11 

• . 12 5 ' 0 41 
4 12 9 , 5 4. 0 55 
5 13 a 4 4 0 50 
6 14 12 9 3 · 0 .72 
'I' 15 9 "1 2 0 '17 
a 16 14 6 ' a 0 45 
9 17 12 7 4 l 56 

10 18 10 6 4 0 60 
11 ·19 7 . 6 1 O· 86 
12 20 •.. 1"2 10 2 0 83 
13 21 12 10 2 0 83 
14 22 11 9 2 0 85 

15 23 .. :. ~ .. ..... ''2 .' 1 l ' Out B 
16 24 12 8 4 ., _;.._;_ 0 66 
17 25 6 6 0 0 100 
18 26 . 12 10 0 0 83 

.19 27 12 10 2 0 83 c 
20 28 18 16 2 0 88 
21 29 18 ·· 11 7 0 55 
22 30 18 12 6 ··o 66 
23 m. 24 12' 12 0 ·60 

problems. 

.{2 ) . · The description ·of Mo. 6--.br-inga up the most · 
I1l.twe1ve ·days (Plate IX, Table 10) ha had mas-

tared the three absolute intensities and he did -creditably 
;., 

· with. the lights stepped up. On .five lights· he dropped con-
siderably but climbed bac~ to 100% in a week's time. {It 
should be mentioned here that if the chick se1ected the mid-
dle of three 1ightswith diff1cu1t arrangements he was given 



credit for a •right'). His a·otions. though quite unpredic-

table, were still normal in D. During the next six weeks he 
was given but two series in :situation C and was then tried 

on two regular lights and the box (K). -·Though he handled this 
. . .· \ ... ~ .. , 
situation well a.t first., he steadily grew worse until he wa.e 

again confronted ·with the original situation (A) and he man-
. aged to finish with a ·score of 65%4' What happened .during· the 

vacation period, no one knows. As has been mentioned above, 

this"cl;lick• a rooster. was smaller than the others and at the 
age of about 30 days. the larger animals began to peck at 

him. He was pres·ently removed 'from tho comP8.1':1Y of his tor-
menters a.nd,plaoed by- himself, began to deve1op some very 

queer ha.bits. !he experimenter would happen into the room 

and find the chick racing madly around the enclosure, from 
· ' no. apparent 'Cause whatever. ,. ~e presence of the experimen-

ter quieted him but he resumed his antics when the former was 

out of sight. At the age of about 60 days. another unusual 

. development occurred. For lack. of another A.utoma.tic device 

used in the larger pen. for watering -the chicks. a small open 

pan was set in the chick's pen to lleep him supplied with 

water. llow it is a well known faot that .chicks have a very 

strong aversion to water in general. . · But on two oocaaiona 

when the experimenter. came into the laboratory he found the 

chick paddling around in the pan in which there were a couple 

of inches of water. . Before the appearance 0£ this strange 
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behavior the chick exhiblted a definite fami1iaritywith the 

· prol;>lem. Some of tha ohoioea were very pretty, with the 

.total reoord_well above the possibility of chance selection. 

After this. however• the ohiok' did not seem to know quite · 
what to · do.. He . would show ',fla.shes ·of ·his old_ .. comprehension 

a.na. .aga.inwonld la.pee into the greatest apparent stupidity. 

· ·: Str~gely enough, he developed a habit of selecting the dim 

light and in subsequent experimentation the light in the dim 
- . . ' 

compartmant ·had to be made absolutely dark to deter the chick 

from selecting it. If this chick ever 'knew' or 'understood' 

the , problem, then he certainly. '.forgot' · it. ~ note from the 

exp·erimentar's record "There is no . I.Q. constancy here'' indi-

cates the change in .performance. Just how valuable to the 

problem at hand this case may be, it suggests that perhaps 

.neurotics and .psychopaths may ·be found to exist in the animal 

world as we1l as that of the human. 





~- lw • 

Table 10 

Chick 6--Medium 

.No • . of 
Series Age Trials Right · Wrong Placed ~-Right Condition

., 1 10 - 14 .,, 5 2 50 A 
2 11 a 4 4 0 50 
3 11 11 6 6 0 66 
4 12 7 . 6 . 2 0 75 
5 12 9 6 3 0 66 
6 13 9 5 4 0 155 
1 14 2 0 2 0 Out ·. 
a 15 7 ' ' 6 1 0 90 
9 . 16 14 12 2 0 87 

' . . 10 17 12 10 2 0 83 
11 18 11 10 1 0 90 
12 19 12 12 0 0 100 
13 20 12 12 0 0 .. 100 
14 21 12' 12 o - O · 100 
15 22 10 8 2 0 80 

:l.G 23 ' '5 4 2 0 66 B 
17 24 12 9 2 0 72 
18 25 11 10 l 0 90 
19 26 12 11 l 0 92 

20 ' 27 12 10 2 0 83 c 
21 28 13 4 8 l 33 
22 29 24 18 ,• 6 0 75 
23 30 5 3 2 0 60 
24 31 18 ·11 7 0 56 
25 32 6 6 0 0 100 
26 ~3 9 8 1 0 88 

27 ' ~4 11 6 5 0 56 D 
28 35 2 2 0 0 Out 
29 36 12 12 0 0 100 
30 37 9 8 l 0 88 

31 60 12 'I 5 0 56 c 
32 "16 ll 7 4 0 64 

33 82 5 4 1 0 80 K 
34 83 5 4 l 0 80 
35 84 . 4 0 4 0 0 
36 86 12 8 4 0 66 
37 86 12 6 6 0 50 
_38 87 10 4 6 0 40 

39 88 12 4 8 0 33 A 
·40 89 ' 12 e 4 0 66 
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(3) Perhaps more indicative of the actual abili-
ty of ' the chick in this t ·ask are the curves of !fos. 39 · and 50 

Plate x. Tablas 11 and 12). As in the case of 11 and ~l. ths .. 
l:,.;.; 

curves follow each other very closely throughout the period 
of 35 series. ·There was nothing remarkable about these per-

formanco ~i; they merely represent a fair test of the chick's 

abilj.ty under normal conditions. While others of the chicks 

vrnuld stop and peck at grains that happened to be soe.ttered 
on the floor of the apparatus. No. 39 never paid any atten-

tion to·· anything but the 1ighted compartment. The experi-
menter . spread food on the floor o:f the box so that the 

chick was obliged to stap ·on it in order to reach the light-

ed opening.. Evan then, the chick seemed to be too intent on 
the Aufgabe to notioe the more immediate stimuli--a.nd with-
out the training process used by Kat%, and Revesz (11). When 

situation E was . i~troduced. the chick wanted to eat out -of 
the box whether the intensity in it was correct or not. In 
the seven light stimulus. the behavior of the bird was ab-
solutely inconclusive. As the experimenting period closed, 

his performances grew worse and worse until on the last day 

· · he ·'was able to make ·no better than 50% correct choice on the 
<'riginal situation of tbree absolute intensities. The ac-
count of No. 50 corresponds closely to that of 39. He had a 

habit of going into a correct compartment and. before any 

movement on the part of the experimenter to take him out for 
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another run, would come out of his own accord and enter an-

o-.ther opening• · A movement of the experimenter would serve 

to deter him ..and send him back to the compartment he had just 

abandoned. Throughout period L his efficiency decreased in-

stead o:f increasing so that he too .. was abl'e to make no better 

·than 12 correct choices out of 22 times or 46~ correct, which 

was not ·very 'far above the chance line, when the period was 

over. 
Two chicks. kept for controls, were started on the 

problem at the age of 100 days. They were utterly unmanageable 

and · .refused to do anything but . struggle to escape from the 

apparatus. 
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~able 11 

Chick 39-... l~ed~um 

No. of 
Series Age -Trials Right Wrong Placed %-Right Condition 

l 46 6 0 0 6 0 A 
2 4'7 9 6 1 2 66 
3 48 8 7 ]. 0 87 
4 49 9 8 l 0 88 , 
5 50 12 ll 1 0 93 
6 51 12 11. 1 0 93 
'1 . 52 9 9 0 0 100 
8 53 12 12 0 0 100 
9 54 12 10 2 0 83 

10 55 12 11 1 0 93 
11 56 12 12 0 0 100 

/ 12 62 7 5 2 0 76 c 
13 63 . 10 7 3 0 70 
14 64 12 7 5 0 58 
15 65 . 12 a 4 0 66 
16 66 12 11 1 0 93 
17 67 8 6 2 0 75 
18" 68 12 10 2 0 83 
19 69 12 12 0 0 100 
20 70 12 12 0 0 100 
21 71 12 11 1 0 93 
22 72 12 11 1' 0 93 
23 72 8 6 2 0 75 
24 '13 12 12 0 0 100 
25 '74 · 12 12 0 0 100 
26 '15 12 ll 1 0 93 

~ 

2'1 .,,,, Always took box whether H or W. Perfect mm t<Xic blx mnay 
m 78 12 4 8 0 33 L 
29 79 12 6 6 0 50 
30 I 80 12 10 2 0 83 
31 81 12 8 4 0 66 

' 32· 82 10 7 3 0 70 
33 83 12 6 'I 0 45 
34 84 12 8 4 0 66 
35 85 14 7 7 0 50 
36 85 12 5 7 0 45 
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Table 12 

Chick 50--J.J!edium 

.110. of . 
Series Age Trials Right Wrong Placed %-Right Condition 

l 46 5 0 0 6 0 A 
2 47 6 o· 0 6 0 
3 48 6 0 0 6 0 
4 49 . 'I. 0 0 . 7 0 
5 50 . 6 3 0 3 60 
6 51 12 10 2 0 83 
'1 . 52 . 6 5 1 0 85 
a 53 i '2 10 2 0 83 
9 54 12 10 2 0 83 

10 65 12 11 .1 0 93 
11 56 • 12 10 2 0 83 

12 62 : 12 10 2 0 83 c 
13 63 14 . : 10 4 0 75 
14 64 12 10 2 0 83 
15 66 10 7 3 . 0 70 
16 66 12 10 2 0 83 
17 . 67 '1 5 2 0 75 
18 68 12 11 l 0 93 
19 68 a 6 1 1 75 
20 69 . 12 11 1 0 93 
21 '10 11 9 ~ 2 0 81 
22 71 12 . 11 1 0 93 
23 72 12 11 l 0 93 
24 ·73 12 11 l 0 93 
25 74 12 12 0 0 100 
26 75 12 11 1 0 93 

27 77 6 4 2 0 66 L 
28 '78 . 8 ·6 2 , "0 75 
29 79 12 4 8 0 33 
30 80 10 7 3 0 70 
31 81 12 9 3 . 0 75 
32 82 12 · 6 7 0 ·45 
33 83 12 4 a 0 33 
34 84 12 a 4 0 66 
35 85 22 12 10 0 45 
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Experiment II 

Thus far, the investigation has been conducted part..; 
...... , 

ly-on the baa-is of Tb.orndikian assumptions and partly on those 
of Gestsl.t.. Taking it for granted, mementarily. that the 
highest effioienc~ obtainable in the conduct of a. learning 
process is to be derived from the operation of the principles 
of fi:equancy •· recency. eff eat, identical elements. partial 

. response~ and others of Thorndike's la.we of learning, the 
chicks were first trained on a problem in which these prin-
ciples might best function. True. recency was employed in 
the -positive contribution to the lea.ming only in the sense 
of intensity, not in geographical location. The chicks were 
then introduced to . s new situation bearing the same si tua-
tional relationships but composed of different elements. In 
mo·st cases there was a drop 1·n the curve at each change of 
situation but the grasp of the problem was quickly retrieved. 
Now there are several questions whioh arise. Did th.a chicks 
actually learn the original situation according to . ·the laws 
or influences enu.merated above, or was the situation config-
urational from the eta.rt? Again,. why did the cnrYe usuall~ 
drop at the introduction of new elements? If this be 

answered by recourse to the theory of identica1 elements, how 
shall we account for the rapid and in some cases immediate 
recovery of the problem? If we say that there was a transfer 
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of judging criteria. -we must inquire, what was the nature of 

the transfer? · If -we say that the correct light aa a discrete 

element in the new situation was similar to the old intensity, 

do we mean. that its intensity was more nearly that of the 

orig1na1 light- than others .. of the new situation? Or ao ·we 
mean that its relation to the new situation was similar to 

its re·1ation to ·the old situation? If the latter is true, 

then we have already digressed · considerably from an atomis-

tic. b1ock-like -aonceptlon of the fundamenta1 oharaoteris-

tics of a. perceptual field.. And. wl th -the identical element 

hyp_othesis,.~ what sha.11 -we say -of those asses in which there 

was no appreciable change in 1>erformance, except for a slig~t 

disoonoertion which would be natural as ·a ·result of a sudden 
- shift .after, a ,perio_d of · constancy.' 

Assuming. then-.- that we have fairly examined the 

hypotheses .to be tested we find ourselves still uncertain as 

to the nature of the -origina1 learning. ·In .,order to compare 

directly the fruits of the opposite viewpoints. and to settle 

some of the questions proposed ._ above. a new group of chicks 

was ·secured. - This tima ' the ·situation was prepared on con-

figurational principles entirely. If a chick responds to a 

total situation in ~hi.oh the relationship vihich the parts 

bear towards the whole tr~!>:_scenda the individual importance 

of the parts themselves, then it should be no more difficult 
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a task for it to pick out the brightest light from any si tua-

tion than it would be to pick it out from the same one a num-

ber of times._ If one is to sustain the configurational posi-

tion. · this · hypothesis · must be carried out to just such an ex-

tent. Accordingly, a group of e1even chicks was started, at 

the age of eight days. on a problem similar to the foregoing 

one in which the entire situation was completely remodelled 

after every .run. The lights were changed not only in loca-

tion but also in lnteneltyafter each trial, from the very 

start. The chiek had no chance to become familiar with any 

kind. of a discrete identical. element. To further complicate 

the situation, the chioks were placed on five lights from the 

. beginning. An important exception in the case of the medium 

will be taken up in tho following detailed descriptions • 

A. Bright 
Of the three subjects selected for this part of the 

experiment, No. 90 died after the first series (which was a 

100% performance); .No.· 90A. died o~ the fourth day of experi-
'. 

mentation. after making two 100/1 performances;. and only 91 

lived through the entire period. Whether the first two aub-

j ects would have co.ntinued this performance remains a matter 

of conJecture. The records of the last two are shown in 

Plate XI (1). To No. 91, the problem was at first utterly 

incomprehensive. If, in the other two brights, there was an 
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attraction tot thebright- light which may have been genetic, 

there was. certainly no inherited disposition in this bird to 

·ao anything _,of the sort~ For three days· he would do nothing, 

but b7 the sixth day. two big jumps in his curve landed him 

at a perfect performance which he practically maintained there- · 

after,. 1l'he ·manner-of hie selection deserves notice. He 

seemed not to look a.t the lights themselves but, head tilted 
. . 

downward,. appeared to gravitate in the direction of the 

brightest light. When two bright lights were placed together 

he would advance to a midd1e pos1·t1on between them and appear 

to be having a hara time 'trying to decide' -~ (1) in Figure 4. 

Cti 

Fig. 4 

In some of the positive progressions •. the chi~k was obliged 

to select some very intense illuminations and though 1 t was 

evident that either the light or heat was uncomfortable. the 

chick chose them with only the slightest hesitation. There 

is indeed a certain s igni:fioance to' .this learning in spite of 

the fact that the chick was positively phototropic since too 
-

intense e. light is just as unnatural. and even repellant. as 

is . a light of very dim intens1t1'• 
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!able 13 

Chick 90A . 

No. · of 
Series Age ~rials Right , Wrong Placed %-Right Condi ti on 

1 15 12 9 l 2 '15 Jl 
2 16 12 12 0 0 100 
3 1'1 10 10 0 0 100 

\ 

Chick ·91 

.Bo. of ~ 

Series Age . Trials Right Wrong Placed %-Right Condition 
1 6 10 0 0 0 Jl 
2 g 12 0 0 0 s 10 ·o 0 0 0 
4 11 ·1a .s 1 66 
6 12 6 3 l 60 
g · 13 10 10 0 100 
'I 14 11 10 1 91 
8 15 12 :ll ·:.·. l 93 
9 16 12 11 l 95 

10 l'l l.4 14 0 100 
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B. Dims 

!he most striking contrast whioh occurred between 
.the results . .of the 1;wo· experiments existed in. the group 

which were trained to se1edt the dim light.. In eight days, 

the chloks in this group f Plate X.I, Table 14) 1ea.rned to , 

respond per£eotly .to the £ive relative light situation (or 

mor~ oo.rrectl71 a ·Gestalt of fi.va members}. The curves of 

a1l of the subjects are steep and consistent. A comparison 

with the .performanoe of Boa. 2and 3 (Plates VI and VII) 

~howEj that this group learned the five relative intensities 

in ·thr·ee-fourths . of the time that the former learned three 
absolute lntenslt!es and in one-fourth the time that they 

.learnect five ~bsolu.te intensities. The inconstancy of Nos. 

31 and 38 makes it difficult to compare their learning with 

those-· of the configurat.ionai group. While the chicks of the 

latter group were "not teated o.ver a. very long period, yet 

their leaming was so very oollStant and their progress so 

. steady that the results are conc1ttsive. 
(1) ?lo. 92 was the most adverse to the problem 

at the start. Bo sooner would he be placed in a compartment 

than he woUld mah out and walk a.round the apparatus peep-

ing lGtlClly,. , 'fhough this beha.'V"lor disappeared in a few days. 

his nega.tl~e reaction to the situation never totally van-

ished. He early developed a strong tendency to staz-t toward 

the left side of the iliscrtmination box. It was not until 
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he lost this -habit that he .began to turn in 100~ perform-

ances. ifowar.d the en<l .:of the ,experimenting period he was 

given vary c1ose discriminations and he .seemed .to be able 
. ·. - .· . 

to distingui·sh ·as. finely , e.e , the experimenter himself. The 

oomplmdty of the situation did not affect .him _ in the least. 

In both positive· and negative p:rograssions he. se1eoted the 

dimmest ··light without hesitation-. 

. .{2.) By the . second day, No. 93 was making definite · · 
·. . l•!: 

selections •. · :By this wa mean that he would not only head 

directly· for· aglven correct llgbt but that sometimes he 

would head, for a wrong one and before reaching 1t would 

sudd.en1y veer: .around· and :choose another.. On the third 

day the unusual. · positions of .the lights bothered him, bu:t 

. after a :e~ew placements ·he rega.ined his 'composure' and 

thereafter never -hesitated. ~ Figure 5 illustrates the type 

of :run -that was made as early e.s the third day • 

.. ~ 

, .Fig •. 5 

In ( 3) the solid line indi~ates ~ wr:ong response 

· to a, series of ver7 closely calibrated lights. Upon being 
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lifted -back., he ran again. this time directly to the o~rreot 

light.. Sometimes the chick would start tows.rd a wrong com-

partment onll' _to· turn a.round and return to the starting :place; 

and Without indication from the experimenter would run a-

gai~ to the correct ·light. :Tests with ne'~r1y al1 of the 

ch1oks revealed the fact that the animals would not run to 
' 

olily. one light; that the adequate stimu1us for a run was 

a -choice situation in which there must be two or more mem-

ber.a. Chick 9S seemed. to have required at least three dif-

ferent intensities · in the situation as is shown by the fol-

lowing incident. A-situation was arranged in which four 

lights were mde bright and one a medium dim. The path 

i ·11ustrated in Figure 6 (1) shows the course whioh the chick 

£ollowed.., not choosing a:n.y compartment. However~ as soon 

as the light in compartment 3 was dimmed slightly,. {2). the 

chic~ ran immediately to the intensity which it had just 

re.fused to -enter. 

(Y/ 

Fig~ 6 . · 

(3) No. 94.- This ~hick was very .eaeilydistrao-

ted by other . things than those.:rela.ted t ,o the problem. He 
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was intense1y interested in- the nails and ta.eke which were 
visible in ·the ·discrimination device. The appearanoe of a. 

:bug or a nY- got him so excited that he quite forgot his 
problem •. : ·xis acuity in e£pying insects ' was greater than that 
of seeing the oorrect member of a configuration. On one 
QOoasion •. Figure 'I (1). the corrao·t light was placed on the 

exti:ema left side of the arrangement, and three other lights 

equal in lntensitl' placed on the right• Perhaps the correct 
light· was elear out of the perceptual field. as in certain 
instances it appeared to be. but at any rate he ran to the 
righ~ side of th& apparatus., Since the three lights were 
equated,, he did. no:t seem to be able to make a choice. When· 

. . 

the experimenter gently turned the .chick around. the latter 
no longer hesita~ed but walked aoross the apparatus to the 
correct ,compartment • . The~e -oan be no doubt that there are 
oons:l.dersble indj,vidual differences· in visua1 acuity among 
the chickS.. Some of the subJeots could and would eat in a 
dim compartment which was ·practically dark while others 
would enter a. · darkened compartment end, though hungry, .would, 

. 

not eat. but simpl7 stand there till ta.ken out for another. 
trial,. · Chick 94 would wa.1.k into a compartment •. turn around, 
and wtth his bod.7 inside the doorway, ·would peck at the 

£ood near the doorway il1uminated partiall7 by the other 
lights.. A further bit of evidence in this direction is the 
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fact that when compartments 3 and 6 were closed,. Figure 7 

(2)., the chick wo~d sometimes ·head directl1' for them, pre-

.. . sumably . bees.use. from . a diatsnc~ th.ey seemed _to .be the dark-

est part of ·the field. : ·fib.eh ·he drew .close enough to .dis-
cover tbat there was no compartment there. he t_~ied the oth-

er closed PJle• an.d at being disappointed. a.gain,, 109ked for 

· the tlQXt: ·dimmest ; light • . . In·.Jzl •. be~Qw. the .. chick was pre-. . ~ \ ... :' ; . 

aentei wit~ 'two v,ery: dim lights ' which were separated. The 
, · . 

'·· . 

·, chick sta.rted for D. but almost into· the compartment. wheeled 

&.round tind retrea1H~d to s. ·where he stood for a number of 

·seconds; ,when suddenly- he · started toward tho correct . light 

snc1 .enter$d : the oompartment. 

Fig. '1 

'l!he .eJtperiment was initiated with £our chicks in 

the group~ but No. 95 was so sick that his learning was 

negligent and ha .died before any usable data .could be ob-
tained. The eoneistenoy of the above descriptions· satisfy 
us, however. that the data cr"re reliabl:e and that further re-
sear.oh W·it:·h this- set of con~itions wottld y;eld essentially 

tha same results,. 
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. ~ .... 
·• 

If able 14--Dims 
Ohiok 92 

No. of 
-Seri es · :lSe ... ~rials Hight Wrong ·Placed %-Right Condition · 

1 6 10 
2 9 12 
3 10 5 
4 ll. 1.2 
5 12 a 
6 13 10 
't 14 a · 
8 15 10 
9 16 1~ 

10 l.'1 ~ 

Chick 93.· 

Series 

l 
2 · 
3 
4 
6 

' 6 
11 a 
9 

:. ' 10 

No. of 
Ag~ Trials· 

6 10 
9 10 

10·. 12 
11 12 
i2 ·· 12 
-is i2 
l.4 9 
16 6 
16 12 
1'1 12 

No. of 

0 
2 
0 
3 
3 
0 
6 
9 

12 
9 

.. 

0 
2 
2 
6 
3 
4 
2 
i 
0 
0 

10 . 
8 
3 · 
3 
2 . 
l 
0 o · 
0 
0 

0 
18 

0 
25 
60 
50 
75 
90 

100 
100 

Bight . Wrong Placed %-Right Condition .. 
· o 

3 
3 . . 
6 

10 
10 

'1 
6 

12 
12 

1 
1 
4 
6 
2 
2 

~ 2 
0 
0 
0 

9 
6 
5 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
30 
25 
50 
85 
85 
'l'l 

100 
100 
100 

. • I 

~. ::· . . 

Series . . Age Trials .: Righ~ . Wrong Pl~oed ~Right Condi ti on . 
t ... 

1 5 10 0 0 10 0 y 
2 9 .· · 12 i: 0 l.l 8 3 .. 10. 10 5 l 4 50 4 11 12 5 'I 2 25 5 12 'I 3 l 3 4e 6 13 8 7 l 0 85 'I .14 9. "1 2 0 '/7 
8 15 4 4 0 0 100 9 16 10 9 1 0 90 10 1'1 12 12 0 0 100 

..• 
.. ~. -. . "t : 

' · ...,. .. ' . I 
. ; 



0-. Mediums. 

·Aj: first sight. it would. seem that the task' of ab-

.s~raoting a common characteristic of ·'middleness 1 from .an· 

apparently heterogeneous sucoesaion of light situations. 

would transcend .the abilit~ of' the chick. Indeed, from the 

atomistic standpoint. a series of arrangements in which 

there :ls no constano7 either in location or intensity and . in 

whio'h the onlJ" common factor is a. relationship. would be 

·considered as heterogeneous.. As such, it o~uld be mastered 

on17 by enal.7sis., a. higher type of response than is usually· 

aeo.orded ·the ·ehick. · If the chick responds primarily to 1- . 
. . 

. 4ent1oal. elements. then this problem 6ould never be learned, 

for th·e Qhi·ck ·would go now ·to one member, now to another 

mambar of' the configural. pattern.. While, .the complexity of 

the situation. u.p to· the limits of the appar.atus. he.d n~ 

appreciable _ effect· on, .the brights and dims, its effect was 

very notioeabl.e .in the oase of the mediums. A light whioh 

sustains a middle intensity with respect to two or four 

others obviously has tw:l:c;e as many relationships in a given 
· oonf1guration as ona at. an ·extreme end--the relationship ex-

tends in two d1.reot1ons whereas in the latter case. it ex-

tends in but one. Accordingly It was discovered that the 

five light taskpresented too complex a configuration for· 

the chick to grasp and the remainder of the work was carried 
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on with thrae lights~ After the eighth day it was discov-

ered 4efinitely- that tha . gaographica1 location o~ the lights ' i 
l . t -:.: . 

. quite un:tmpo.rtant ,for the br.ights and dims, was a consid-

erable .faotor ' in the pertormanoe of the · mediums;., Tabulation 

of the 16cation of the lights revealed that in certa.111 types 
. . / 

of situations the chicks never made n mistake and that in 
ano~her type. they praotiaally always did. Honea, from 

series .9 ·forward to the e11d ·of tbe curve. the graphio repre-

sentatio!Ic)Pl.a:t.e XII) 1s_·virtua1ly an :lndex to the pro-

portion of.1>.os,aib.le and impc>ssibla choices introduced, as 

we ·cou1d predict·. :'Within the.- sina.llest P .• E. what the chick 

' woUl.d do in. ·a :given situation • . · Up ,to -·series 9.,. however. · 

the curve actually repre-sents a learning process which con-

sisted. in the a.ppr•ehenslori of: ~ore a.na, more of a total ei t-
ua.tion• 

t .· 

(1) T]la behavior of No.· 96 was curious and erra-

tic. tte 'had a ·strong tendency from the beginning to go to 

the bright light,. Wbe experimenter broke · this up by step-

ping the light: up to a lilOSt intense· illmnina.tion and the 

chick retreated without dela~. · ~ ~he chick was very 'stub-

born• and .. dieinterested• . 11e ·wou.1d spend a consi-derable ·part 
of his .daily allotment of . time looking up- at the walls of 

the · a!>:Pa.ratus. Thottg11 he ··vas very tiny ~e would make 

little ·preparatory Qrouchipg movements as if he were going 
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to 3lJlDP over the embattlementa, which were ten or twelve 

ttaee as h~gh. as ha wae. ?lot. until th~fifth de.J' did he 

· ~ctually' mak~ the attempt ·· to :spring out and·• of course. 

fell far shor~ o~ his goal. Ea.rly in the problem he showed 

fl.ashes of.· insight~ as is ·indicated in the accompanying 

·.figtl?"e .,, in· which he would ·• almost anter a given compartment, 

1 recoDSidar• .and cho.oae another. 

,~ 

(I} 

Fig.· 8 

· The possibility that the.re is · aomathing in the 

. ohiok which eorresponds with a. }lttma.n ·aanee of ~•oughtness• 

was i1luatrated ' by a singular parformanco which · occurred 

aevel'a1 times-. .. . mhe chicle was . release·d, permitted to select 

a compartment · and:., .1£· the · choice was correct. the exper-

imenter retired to ·~· distance.. 'The ehiok would ·then come 

·out Of· the . oell without ea.ting . and walk back toward the 

starting point. · Upon the raturu of the experimenter. the 

bird,, almost •guiltily1 • would scamper ba.ok to · the com-

partment an.d eat. 1rhe unblushing anthropomorphism ' of such 

a de,seription 11:1.l.l perhaps amaze some and horrify others. 

but the behavior occurred exactly as described, regardless 

ot interpretation. 



The ·geography 0£·· the lights· emerged more and. more 

· · aa a :constant: factor ao ·that~, as ·aiready indicated, ·after 

tha' ninth se:r1es -e. ·reoord was kept of the responses to 
· aa.(3h type -of ·arrangement~ . ·There ware two important factors 

.. \Yhi'ch were conaidared••the difference bet\vaen tha· lights 

in ·intenalty, and the poai ti·on 9f .the oorreot light with re-
. epaot to the ·gae>graphio oantar of the aonfiguration. · Four 

OOlllbilla.tiOllS Of the <'t\V,O variab.les a.re possib1e; (l) lights 

· widaly separated in ·_ intensity 11ith the corraet light in the 

aenter .• ·· (2) lights wldely · sepa.ratad in intensity with the 

oor~eat light oi1 o~e ·aide. (3) lights ··differing slightly in 

inte11si--ty with' -the ;eorraot light ·in .tha· · canter~ and · (4) 

light-a differing s1ightly in 1ntensi ty vri th the oorreot light 

on on~ side. · At the beginning, . s record \11as kept also of 

whethe:r -tlle lights were togather ,or separated, but this 

proved fruitful. ·of no . helpfill data so it was dis.continued. 

Except ·in tha most · extreme ·caaea, the distance 0£ the lights 

.from ·ea.ah .othe:r '. haa·~n.o app:t'eciable .effect, lfith one -exception 
. . .. 

mentioned later. In the ... :caS-e of 96 the ·first three combina-

tions above' were,: in everi -0aue. 'correctly Judged end in the 

fourth possib.ility there were no., _: correct· choices. ·· Hence a 

tabulation of the ·choices is unneoessar~ since -1 t \Vas ·a.n all 

or none ·proposition and curves ·e.xpr,essing the performance with. 
. - ~ 

the conditions- ·segregated, would be perfectly :flat. one at 
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100% for the first .three conditions and one at zero for the 

fourth. 

{2J The record of No. 9'1 was typical and fe.irly 

.representative of the group. This subj ~at preferred the 

dim light· and w1:1s very active f:rom ·the beginnin~. Until 

he e.ou~ii ·be taught to cho:oae ··1~as ·impulsively, his per-

formanc.9 was .more .or ~ess haphazard. Though his fluotua-
; 

tion of 20%was mtteh less than that of No. 96. the very 

fact of an~ inconstancy ~7 be adduced in part fro~ the in-

ability- of the experimenter to quite break up the impulsive 

nature of ·the choice· behavior .• ' Thi 8 animal was ab·le to 

piok the middlEf of f:l.V.e l.ights when this type of s i tua.tion 

was occa.siohally Jntrodueed., but the light had to be in 

the · geographic middle of the arrangement or the chick would 

select a light corresponding in intensity to one which he 

had just ch:o.seri ·1n a preoe·:ding run. . This argues for a 

response to identical or similar· disorete elements and in-

· aeed this partic'ui,ar _subjec't,'. during the fourth, fifth, 

and sixth series manifes·t~d e.n attraction to identical ele-

ments quite uncharacteristic .of the other chicks. Only by 

completely altering the situation could tho chick choose 

correet1y. · By the seventh day., however. the attraction 

for the identical elementevanished as suddenly as it ap-

peared and the configural response oharaoteriaed all of the 
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subsequent behavior:• !ha :foll.oWing table indicates the 

nature of the .choices 1n the last .few days with the situa-

tions classified •. 

~ ·!s. H 
(lJ Wide differences: correct light in center•- 4 0 100 

(2) Wide differences: correct l.ight on side---- 'l Z 70 

· (3J Sma.11 ·differen,ces: correct light in center-20 0 100 

{4) Small. differences: correct light on side·-- 1 ·14 . 66 

· (3) lathing in the performance of 98 was parti-

cularly not~wortby exqept :fior the. frequent ens es of clear-

cut. ohoioe .beha.vior. His initial del.a.ys were unusually 

long e.nd he would often stand for several seconds in front 
' 

of the 1ights. moving his head very slightly xrom aide to· 

side. ~:toa.1 rans "V1ere as follows.·;, 

.· cJ : . 

r,, (~J 

Pig •. 9 

!he fo11owing tabla indicates that while the· 

. placement of' ·the correct light in the center seemed to be 

apprehensiWe in either close or wide diecrimlnations. the 

placement- o~ thee correct light on .the side made the choice 
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difficult not on17 for the c1ose discriminations but.a1so 

for the · wide .il.ifferenaes in intensity.~ This variation was 

peculiar to ~this chick·. 

fil. ·Y!S_ %-R 
(1) Wide diffe~enc-es 9 correct in oanter--- 8 1 BB 

(2) Wide differences. correct on side----- 6 5 54 

(3) Small aif£erenaes,.correot in center-~- 14 2 87 

(4) Sroa.11 d.ifferencas. correct .on side-·-- 0 11 0 

f~} .Although No-. 9~t, a beautiful little animal, 
.J. r_ 

.ii-~ sick most of the time,. his record· is quite impressive. 

Sometimes the chick was apparently so 111 that the experi-

menter hated to pick him up and make him run. In spi.te of 

h:ts poor health, he had a definite learning curve which at 
. ~ . 

one point wss higher than any performance made by his oom-
~ 

panions., At the beginning of the experiment. he preferred 

the dim light. though as the problem progressed he became 

more and more attracted to the bright. By the fourth day 

he was already exhibiting the 'choice' behavior indioated 

-by a sudden change of dire-ctton ln a .given run or b7 an 

initial -delay followed by an unhesitating direct course to 

the correct compartment. 



(/) 

Fig. 10 

On the fifth day his tendency to go to ·the bright 

... . _ light increased and he would almost invariably start out 

totiard the' bright part -of the field only to change his 41- · 

rection. in th~ case of the oorreot choices. after s.dvano-

ing very close to the lights .. 

. Incidentally .. this and others of the chicks had 

little peculiarities and tbehaviorisms' which might be in-

cluded ln a qualitative treatment of their actions. but 

though interesting. they were almost too heterogeneous to 

be classified and were, perhaps .• not directly related to 

the learning. and oonaeqU.ently to· the centra1 problem of 

our study,. '. 
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The record of No. 9-9 for ·-the last four days in-

creased the e,vidence for the particular arrangement of the 

_lights as an~ important factor. 

fil. !a H 
{1) Wide difference: correct _ light in center--- ·7 . 100 

(2) Wide difference: correct 1ight on side•---- 'I 100 

(3) Small difference: correct light inoenter--13 l 92 

(4) Small difference·: ·correct -light on side---~ 2 9 18 

(J;J A· survey of' the reau1 ts obteined fro~ _this 

group -of four chicks shows· that (1) they were not able to 

make .100% perforraanoes ·in· the -heterogeneous situations though 

. : · their curves~ even with the . unse1ectad arrangements :far . . 
. -enough above ·the chanoe ~ine to preclude · the possibility 

of random selection. The reader may wonder. perhaps. why 

the investigation was not ·continued until the ohioks had 

perfected the problem. IJ!he answer·to this is that (2) the 

tabulation of the response.a to specific types of situations 

reveal.ad that we had reached the limit of achievement. 

Though at the -end of the thirteen days ., the curves showed 

a general upward movement., the responses to the controlled 

type of' arrangement were so decisive arid so convincing that 

flll'ther eVidence was unnecessary. The table be1ow is a 

composite o~ the choice~ of a.11 ·the medium chicks on the 

four typ.es of situations. 
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fil. !6. %-R 
(l) Wide differences; correct light in center---19 · l 95 

f2) Wide differences: correct light on side-----22 a '12 

(3) Stna.11 dif:ferences:correot light in oenter---56 3 94 
,,.·· 

(4) Sma.11 dit'ferencea: correct light on side---- 3 41 6 

Evidently- the p1aoement o:f the correct light in 

the center of the group is a.a important a factor as great 

diff erenoes in 11ghts. (We must remember that the place-

ment of the oorreat light in the center does not mean that 

the ·light was always plac$d in any. one compartment. say 

Bo .• 4; rather9 throughout these choices. the lights were 

separated. or placed together .but in ·different parts of the 

semi-circle). · One who maintains that the response is 

merelJ" ·~ avoidance reaction to extremes would find little 

comfort -in the faot that under certain geographic conditions 

the ·chick eou1d choose from · lights of · very nearly the eam~. 

1ntens-1ty. The problems of the close d:l.ecrim1nation iwere 

investigated more -oarefUll.y than those of the wide as .seen 

by the distribution. of the trials, for~ the reason that 

easier choice with large differences waeass:omed and in-

deed* when the geography was i*avorable· the assumption was --· 

vindioatea. When the correot light was plEt.oed in the center 

of the group.. especiallJ" when t~~ lights were together, 

the chicks wer~-, able to a1soriminate co.rrectly between the 

finest differences of light. Just noticeable to the human 
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eye. f3J The behavior of this group was characterized by a 

considerable lni·tia1 delay_. · 1n which the chicks would just 
· ~-... .. ~ -~- ; • · . . . ; 

stand stiil •. facing thee· lights. - Host of these oases may 
. -
doubtl.essl;y b.e,' attributed to a purely rnetabolia_tic disin-

clination to a.o Sl'l7thlng at al1. The poss,ibilities in this 
-· .. : case · will be -'taken up in the 'conclusions. (4) From the 

. • . . ' 

.standpoint of . their natural intensity·· pref erenoe., this 

gro~p 11iU.Strates the :tact that· under constant -conditions 

we· ma7 ex.pe_ot from a given group of eubJeats. aonaistent 

results·. Of this g~roup_ there .was· an orig1na1 preference 

foi: bright, one for .dim. one to dim and then ·to bright, 

and -one abso1utel7 indif£erent. ,yet the four curves follow 

each other 'closely. 
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Ch1ck9'1 

No. of 
·Series · Age· ttrials· 

l 6 12 
2 9 13 
3 10 13 
4 11 12 
5 12 9 
6 lS 9 
'I 14 7 
8 15 18 
9 16 .. 

12 
10 17 9 
li 18 8 
12 19 12· 
13 20 12 

Right Wrong Placed 

2 3 7 
2 6 6 
7 4 2 a 4 0 
5 s 1 
6 3 0 
3 3 l 

11 '1 0 
5 6 2 
6 3 0 
5 5 0 ,, 5 0 
9 5 O' 

.-87-
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~-Right Condition { . 

0 
0 
0 

12 
33 
60 
75 
20 
36 
60 
60 
33 
80 

%-Bight 

16 
14 
64 
66 
55 
66 
45 
60 
43 
66 
64 
68 
'16 

,_ ,• . 
•t . 

Condition 
~ . 

ll 

._, _, 



Table 16•-Medinms 

_Chick 98 
wo. of 

·series Age .. ~rials Right Wrong Placed %-Hight Condition 

r 
2 
3 ' . 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 · 
9 

10 
ll 
12 

. 13 
14 

Chick 99 

6 12 
9 . 10 

lO . 1·2 
11 ·12 
l.2 · 10 
13 10 
14 12 
15 10 
16 12 
17 .· 6 . 
.18 . . : 6 •.-
19 ! 'I 
20 9 
21 10 

0 
0 
6 . 

· 6 
. . . , 

'I 
. 6 
.· 5 
10 

4 
· 4 

5 
5 
11 

0 
2 
:4 
·6 
3 
5 
4 
6 
2 
2 
·2 
2 
4 
3 

·No. of 
Series Age Triais Right Wrong 

l 6 . 10 0 0 
2 9 12 1 2 
3 10 12 2 4 
4 11 6 4 l 
6 12 ·12 e 4 
6 13 . 12 6 2 

' 14 ·. 12 9 3 
s 15 . 12 '/ 4 
9 16 ·.·12 8 4 

10 17 10 8 · 2 
ll : 18 10 a 2 
12 19 6 5 · l 
13 · 20 12 8 4 
14· 21 ·'foo sick to run 

-se-

12 
8 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 

.o 
0 

.. 0 
·.O 

Placed 

10 
9 
6 
l 
0 
4 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

50 
50 
'10 
70 
60 
60 
83 
66 
60 
'12 
55 
70 

~Rlght 

0 e 
16 
66 
66 
60 
'75 
58 
66 
80 
80 
BS 
66 

Condition

M 



V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

\fe inal', summarize our results under three heads. 

A • . Those which refer to the technique. of the experiment 

and bring out points which., whi1e related to the central 

problem. yet are more directly-concerned with chick psy-

chologY' as such. B.. Those results which bear directly 

on t.he ,thesis to be, upheld regarding the ability of the chick 

to re.s_pond to certain visual ~situations. c. Those which 

disc.lose more or less direct evidence on the validity of 

certain 'Thorndikian hrpotheaes• 

.,, A• Results which refer to the . teohniqne of the ex-

periment and hr_ing out " points which. while related to the 

central ,problem• yet are more directly• concerned with chick 

psyoholo,gy as such. 
f1) Individual diffe.renoes in chicks are very 

prominent~ The fOllo,aing are the more important inconform-

1 ties. 

a. Certain chicks prefsrred the bright, cer-

tain ()nes preferred the dim. while oth.ers had no preference. 

No absolute rule can be la~d down for either · positive or 

negative phototropism though. tlie evidence is ln favor of the 

former. · For most of the subjects, a very intense light 
was repe1lant. 

b. While most of the chicks showed consider-
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(5}_ Abrupt rises in the learning c·urve. indioati ve 

of sudden 1-eartling and 'C0n~1dered ·by some as a criterion of 

inei'ght~ - we~e- · o·haraoteristio . of the records of the majority 

of subjects. 

( 4 )· 'fhe cases where chicks refused to run to bu't 

one light or to select from a gro~p of lights that had been 

equated inclicate that the ehicks were responding to a very 

definite type ·of situation. corresponding to the gra.sp ·of 
the Aufgsbain higher forms of behavior. 

(5 ') That chicks have a sort of memory is illustra-

ted by the facts of perfect performance after seven weeks 

of inactivity .• 
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(6)' General results. Chicks may ba profitably 

initiated into a problem of intensity discrimination at the 

_age of ten d.!lys. ·Under normal heal th oondi tions. food is 

an adequate incentive for experimentation.. · 'Composure' is 

an essential requirement :r·or seonring reliable reaul ts. An 

·excited chick is of no use to an experimenter in this type 

of problem. 

B.. Rasul.ts which bear directly on the thesis to be 

upheld regarding the abil.ity of the chick to respond to oar-

tain visual situations. 

(1) The tasks o:f . t~if::l problem fall,. in point of 

difficulty,. into two groups--the 1ights and dims on one 

hand. and the me~iu.ms on· the other • .. Uniformly, the curves 

of the former are ·superior to those of the latter. 

(2) -Oomplexit7 of ~the situation in arrangement o~ 

lights, in the ratio of the intansitiaa -or in the number of 

lights Cup to seven, the 1imit of the ' apparatus) had no 

appreciable- effect-on the responses of the brights ·· and 

dims. - · 

(3) Oorreot response to both ·positive and negat~ve 

progressions were. made by- both brights and dims 'to the lim-

it tif intensity in ea.oh direction with 100 watt bulbs ex-

cept in the case of extreme dimness. when.there was: scarce-
ly enough light to ae!3 ·at all. 
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(4) ~e limit of the ability to ee1e_ct a medium 

· intensity, •. w~s to situations of not more than three lights. 
Further,; there must be,. in these situations. either consid-
erable . differences in intensity., or the ·placement of the 
correct 11.ght itfthe geographic center of the situation ( C\r 
cen.ter in the sense of being between the other two members). 
When the latter condition obtains or \II/hen the light is in 
the middle the chick· ls able to select the medium of five 

intensities. though because of the limits of the apparatus. 

this ma1· be due to a place .habit to ·a certain compartment 
rather than a response to middleneas in intensity or illum-

i?ia.tlon• 
< (5) Renee, whi1e the geography of the situation 

was negligible with the brights and dims. it proved to be a 

stronger fa:ctor With the tna~iwns .even than differences in · 
intensity. 

(6) Comparison of the chicks trained on absolute 

intensities ·· and ·those introduced originally to relative ones 
shows that 1n general the performance of .the latter group 
was superior. The brights are not directly comparable be-

'· cause of the number of ca.sea in the ·· second_ group. Howaver, 

the performances of .the second group en five relatr\le lights 

were approximately the same as those of the . first group on 
three absolute ones and consi~erably $Uperfor to their per;.. 
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~ormanoes. in point of time necessary for mastery. on a sim-

ilar task. 'flle dims of the second or 'aonfigurational 

gr.oup• learned the five relative intenai ties in three-fourths 

of the time .that the original group learned three absolute 

intensities and in one ... fourth of the time it took them to 

master five absolute·.intettsities. The mediums of the first 

group did slightly better than those of the second. The 

reason for this is that while the geographic factor was 

constant,. considerable .differences in intensity oharaoter-

1zed e-ver7 situation for the group trained on the absolute 
-:. 

choices whe·reas in the aonfigura.tional group 9 over half of 

~he situations were made up of lights which differed from 

eaah other very s1ightly in intensity.• 

c •. Results which disol.ose more o:ri less direct evidence 

on the validity of certain ~orndikian hypotheses. 

(1) The steady dropping off of certain of the 

ourves. within a given task, indicates that mere freq11ency 

is not an.-,•.always constructive factor. 

(2) The ease with which .the chicks were trained, 

even in the selection of identiQal physical elements wh'.loh 

ware ohanged fro!i'l place to place argues that recency,. in 

1oaation at least, was not a very important factor. When 

both the intensity and the location of e.·light were kept 

constant., that is. when recency had a chance to operate both 
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in matter of place and quantlty of illumination. the chang-
ing of the rest of the situation likewise destroyed ·a con-
tinuous response to any identical element. 

(3). The very possibility of training e. ·chick 

to respond ·(lorrectly to positive or negative progressions 

is direct evidence against the concept of identical elements. 
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VI .• · DISCUSSION A!ID CONCLUSION 

1. The case against the theory of identical ele-

ments as it is used in the description or explanation of 

ea.oh is conclusive. !lost striking was the behavior in the 

first group under condition E. With brights. mediums and 

dims, the :tight in tha box 'iias kept constant for a number 

o:f trials so that the light in the box would now be ·the 

brightest .• now the dimmest and now of medium intensity. 

The chicks chose this . light or deserted it without 'com-

punction•,. proving deoisivell' that the light .as far as the 

chlck was concerned, changed 1 ts identity .. with tlie chang-

ing conditions related to it .. Granted. however. that the 
,. 

shifting of .the lights up and down eliminateef ... physioal and 

objective- identical element·s, the question has been raised, 

are not the members in the configuration identical in a 

ph7sio1ogical and · .psychological sense. For instance. let 

us consider the case of a. chick directed to the medium in-

tensity and for oonvenience let us assume that he is being 

trained in a group of three lights • . If we shift all of 'the 

lights up so that there is an equal increase in each one. the 
/ 

mathematical .relationship which 'the middle light bears to 

the other remains ·constant so that 'from a physiological 

standpoint the mdddle light is still identica1 with the 

middle one of the previous situation thougb ·the gross sit-
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ua.tion bas been al.tared. The very admission that the other 

members · of the situation o-ondition the status of the 'iden-

~ical eleman~' under the new circumstances is a point for 

configural response. To carry the argume·nt one step fur-. . 

ther. and assuming for the moment that in the abo~e proce-
. · f>l.ys~ol°'l,;;41 . 

tiure we have not yet removed identical" elements, we intro-
duced the following teat. We -constructed. situations in 

~ .- . '. -

which the medium light stood in every imaginable ma.thema-

tlca.1 relationship to the other two lights. Thus the medi-

um light would .be near the bright at times and mear the dim 

at .others. The resul.ts did not alter the responses in the 

slightest.. We ha.Ye indicated above that it is not impos-

sible to train a chick to select identical elements. The 

evidence here simply oal1s attention to the faot that the 

more natural and elementary --rosporise of the organism is to 

a ei~uation as total and configural. not as insulated and 
disjunctive. · The upholders of the theory of identical ele-

ments me.y obj·ect that 1n our arrangement of 1ights we 

wottld be unable to produce elements which were the as.me, 

when the total illumination was altered, and hence that we 

did not give the theory a 'fair trial. Or they may argue 

that by diffusion or some other retina..l prooess,our attempt 
- ' 

to stimula:t,e with ident1c·a1 stimuli must necessarily prove 

futile. Be this as it may. we aan but compare the perform-
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anoes in situations ~hich ware constructed as carefully ae 

possib1e of identical elements with performances in situa-

~ione whioh\fere frankly and deliberately planned to elimin-

ate any possibility of such. Further, if. we take seriously 

the theory 0£ specific response to -specific· stimuli as 

fundamental and absolute in the . sense in which it is held 

by certain psychologists. we should expect no lea.ming at 

all. mer·ely a curve which would closel~ follow the chance 

line. 

2~ · The deterioration of performance characteris-

tic. of many of the ahiok:s. and more evident from their 

actual beha,.ior than from their curves. suggests the recent 

findings of lCriight Dunlap with respect to the destructive 

influence of ·repetition in certain phases of learning. We 

oan ex:peat a learning ou~ve. · t .o · dro·p when a subject is con~ 

fronted with an alteration of stimuli. however slight.· He 

must orient .himself; he must aco.omodate his technique. And, 

if the change of conditions 1s not radical,we expect his 

curve to rise again or at least .to maintain the leve1 oc-

casioned by the ne~ " . sit~~i~n. · Thus. · other conditions 
. . 

being equa1,. repetition should effect improvement or at 

least maintain tl:l~ . 1$.'ta.tus quo;· It is significant then, that 

the performanc~ in a majority o~ cases grew worse over a 
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period of time. The curves show a rise at the vecy end. but 

this is to be explained •. in the case of the medium. by a 

_return· to th_e original situation, and by a considerable in-

terval of time intervening between the series. This sug-

gests a · criticism of Thorndike's law of disuse• According 

to this hypothesis., the 1 bonds' accounting for or describ-

ing the stimulus-response situation are weakened. This dis-

integration is thought to be a function of. or at least · 

proportional to. the time intervening between the execution 

of a task and its repetition some time afterward. Strangel7 

enough, the series of . tria1s given £rom four to seven weeks 

after the period of intensive experimentation was over~ pro-

duced a higher percentage of correct responses than charac-

terised the last. of the training series. The oonoept of 

frequency as an explanatory.principle in learning suffers 

similarly, as bas already been 'indicated •. from the cases of 

sudden learning. 'Based as it ia on a chance philosophy, a 

learning process should be characterized. in every case, by 

a un:tf orm ascent in the learning· (Jurve indicative of the 

constant influence of continued repetition upon the per-

· faction of the response and elimination of errors. When, 

however. a performance jtlmpS from absolute zero to 100%, 

or a complete mastery immediatel7 p~ece( 'ded by complete 

1nabi11ty to respond ,correotl7, our frequency hypothesis 

gives us no a.id. 



s. ·At the points where mere frequency breaks 

down as an explanation or condition of learning, . those who 

'10uld retain_it as an exp1anatory concept seek to bolster 
' .. it up with ·the so·.,oalled law of effect. Since we have al-

ready sinned in t}?.e direction of anthropomorphism. we may. 

raise ·the questio~as to· how we might utilize this prin-

. ·oiple in t?"eati~g the data at hand. By what means, after 

becoming familiar With tha problem 0£ running at all. did ···· 
\.._ • ' ·· - - I 

the chicks sele.ot:. the peculiar aspect of the situation to 

which they were a.1reoted:. shall we say that the pleasure 

der1V'ed from eating. or f ·rom the completed response or 

what not. was transformed into a selective agency and sub-

sequently stamped in the connection between the particular 

light relationship and "the characteristic response? Let 

us take an example from a human subject.. Suppose a man is 

working to, _solve a . mechanic~l puzzle • . . If,. by chance 9 or 

oth_erwise, he happens to :find the solution he receives a 

.certain pleasure or sati~faction. Now, will the pleasure 

received enable him to solve the puzzle when he tries it 
again. or will 1t merel7 arouse hilll to greater activity. 

And if dissatisfaction stamps ,out so there is no learning 

in an ttnpleasant situation. we wonder that the chicks di-

rected to the bright intensity ever were 1will'ing' to 

choose this feature of the situation. when the 1-ight was 

made almost dazz·ling. a.nd uncomfortab1y intense. That 
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this degree o.f illumination was annoying to the chicks was 

Unmistakable; •two · 0£ .. them .were simply P.aralyzed in the com-

partment. Yet every bright subject chose tho extreme in-· 

tensity ·when it was introduced•· ·If the law of e:f'fact be 

st~ted .1n , a way which .. woUld ·merely indicate that the pro-

cesses o:f learning have, aa a general rule. certain alga-. . . 

donie ·eoiloomitants which operate in the fashion suggested 

abo"1e,. then it is certainly innocuous enough; (although 

in this problem. its use wou1d be precluded because of ·the 

difficulty of determining this ~rom the expression. verbal 

or facial. of the chicks). But if the law is· designed to 

explain ·the manner or reveal the mechanism or principle 

by which the· animals . for humans) learn a problem, then we 

oan find no 3ustifioation :for its application to the be-

havior herein presented. 

4. The whole probl-em of the coue,.t- ·>: determinants 

of learning is still in the speculative stage. Explana-

tions proposed so far have not advanced much beyond the 

e.phere of tautology.and have been, for the most part, more 

log1oa1 than paychologica1 or physiological~ Though the 
of . 

. h:t".eaking up~liehe.vior into subjective. and objective condi-

tions is quite arbitrary and not appropriate to a thorough 

going configurational. account we have been concerned pri-

marily with ,'objective~ o~ peraeptual factors as they 

~pera.ted in a total s ,timulus-.response-oonfiguration. and 
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not with the organic or structua.1 mod if !cation .which must 

neoessarilyoooi+r• However •. certain aspects of the so-

ca.lled ~inne:r:' behavior were so prominent that we venture 

to -present them in order to complete our account. We have 

· already suggested a reason for the initial. de1ays. so num-

erous in the performance o:f our _ chicks~ It .would be presump-

tuous._. if not rash. to infer that during this period the 

,chick was 'considering the next thing to do or that he was 

analyzing the s1tuationat hand'. Perhaps Kohler has even 

attributed to chicks a greater degree of insight or idea-

tiona.l. behavior than ls justified. But the ohick•s contri-

bution cannot be denied.- Jlsny times a chick would be 

placed in the apparatus after ma.king a number of ·successive 

correct choices and was still. hungry; suddenly he would stop, 

turn hia head from one side to -the· other., and then contin-

ue, either in the same direction or in another.. This is 

a pur~ly behavioristic statement of the observations. Ona 

may place his own interpretation upon it or apply his own . 

hypothesis to it.. Whether one compromise himself- by using 

the word · 'oonsciotisneas• or other questionable term. the 

part played by the animal is unmistakeable. Of the various 

speculations proposed a~ to the nature of this contribution. 

one thing seems clear. "It is the faot that th.is type of 

behavior cannot be described or· explained in mechanical terms. 
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Perhaps there wil1 be a. machine some day which will re-

spond to a oo.nfiguration, but in the ordinary (and eophis-

ticated l use 'of the word 'mechanical', dependent in this 

problem' as it would be on 8 theory of sensiti~ity primar-· 

ily to discrete physical. elements. we a.re unable to con-

ceive 0£ an7 way in Which it might fruitfully be used. 

'.~~ many instances of initial delay~ sudd~n learning and 

altered direction 'of movement after initial choice, con-

vince us .that while the· ·actual mechanisms invoived may as 
. . 

y~t be obs.cure .• yet if we a?'e · to · make ·assumptions. or guess-

. es . as to what-· must happen. we are oertain~y unjustified, · 

; and indeed unable : to envisage . the thing in terms of ab-

stract and disparate identical elements. 

5~ Our notion ·of pe-roeption. then,' will have to 

take knowledge of the fa.ct ~hat an organism,: animal or human, 

·sees · things not SS segregate parts but ·a·s organized wholes, 

not elements . in their 1n'suiar'1 ty but members in their re-

lationships- - Bot that a situation is not composed of ele-

menta-.;.the word members indicates the. same thing--but our 

use of tha word 'elementsi in.sensation and perception 

should imply that we are referring to parts arbitrarily and 

artificially abstra.Qted :from a total situation. since phe-

nomena11y . 4.n abstracted element becomes.in turn. a new con-
1' 
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